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19 May 1967

N O T E

1. Under Article 99 of the Charter;

"The Secretary-General may bring to the attention of the
Security Council any matter which in his opinion may threaten
the maintenance of international peace and security."

In implementation of this Charter provision rule 3 of the provisional rules of

procedure of the Security Council provides, in part, that:

"The President shall call a meeting of the Security Council ...
if the Secretary-General "brings to the attention of the Security
Council any matter under Article 99-"

2. In view of the foregoing explicit provisions it would seem that any

report now made to the Security Council by the Secretary-General on the

situation resulting from the UAR request for the withdrawal of UUEP should

expressly indicate that it is not being made pursuant to Article 99 a* this

juncture. Otherwise, confusion might arise as to whether the Secretary-General

is seeking an immediate meeting of the Council under rule 3 of the rules of

procedure. Furthermore, if this is interpreted as an implied invocation of

Article 99» an& "&ke Council is not convened, the Secretary-General's position

under that Article will be weakened for the future. Precedents exist for an

express disavowal by the Secretary-General that he is acting under Article 99-

Thus, in September 1959> ^r» Hammarskjold requested an urgent meeting of the

Council on an item relating to Laos, and when the Council convened the Secretary-

General remarked that his request for a meeting was

"not based on the explicit rights granted to the Secretary-General
under Article 99 of the Charter. If it had been so based, the
Council, under rule 3 of the provisional rules of procedure,
would not have been free to refuse the Secretary-General to
address it - as it is now free to do - and it would have meant
the inscription by the Secretary-General of a substantive issue
on the agenda."[Repertoire of Practice of the Security Council<
Supplement 1959-1963, Chapter I, Part I, Case 5, p. 5].
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3« As regards the invocation of Article 99 of the Charter, the following

passage appears on page 87 of the Report of the Preparatory Commission of the

United Eations:

" ... Under Article 99 of the Charter, moreover, he has been
given a quite special right which goes beyond any power previously
accorded to the head of an international organization, via: to
bring to the attention of the Security Council any matter (not
merely any dispute or situation) which, in his opinion, may threaten
the maintenance of international peace and security. It is
impossible to foresee how this Article will be applied; but the
responsibility it confers upon the Secretary-General will require the
exercise of the highest qualities of political judgment, tac't and
integrity*"

When Article 99 was being discussed in Committee 6 of the Preparatory Commission

it was remarked by some delegates (PC/BX/SEC/9) that:

11 ... as regards political disputes, the cases in which the Secretary-
General would require to exercise this function might well be rare.
He might, it is true, have to act, on occasion, when States were
hesitant to bring a dispute before the Security Councilj but normally
there would be some State which would take this action."

4' The advisability may therefore be considered of adding a sentence at an

appropriate place in the Secretary-General's report to the following effects

"In view of the fact that the Security Council is seized of the
Palestine Question, the Secretary-General is submitting the present
report on developments which may have a bearing upon the maintenance
of international peace and security in the area. In so doing the
Secretary-General is not at this stage invoking the responsibilities
conferred upon him by Article 99 of the Charter."
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attached note on the Golf of Aqaba
and Sharmr-El-Sheikh.

22 Kay 196?
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22 May 196?

Gulf of

1* Geographical Features
The Gulf of Aqaba is a narrow finger of water in the northeastern tip

of the Red Sea, It extends in a northeasterly direction for a length of

93 miles and its mayhmjn width is approximately 15 miles« For more than

two-thirds of its length it is less than 12 miles in width and narrows to

about 3 miles at its head, where the Forts of Aqaba and Elath are located*

At the junction of the Gulf with the Bed Sea proper are the Straits of Tiran,

formed by a westward bulge in the Saudi Arabian coast before it turns

eastward* Here, between the Saudi Arabian and the Egyptian coast are two

larger islands, Sanafir and Tiran, and several smaller islets and rocks*.

The distance from the Saudi Arabian coast to Tiran is 4 miles and that

between Tiran and the Egyptian coast, 3 miles* The straits are dangerous

to navigation and the navigable channel lies between Tiran and the Egyptian
coast* It is to be noted that the extent of the territorial waters claimed

by Saudi Arabia and Egypt are 6 miles and, therefore, the Straits of Tiran
are entirely included within the areas of sea claimed as territorial waters

by either Saudi Arabia or Egypt*

2, Navigation through the Straits in 1956 larior to UMEF

By occupying the island of Tiran, Egypt was controlling the navigation

through the Straits in the area generally known as Sharm el Sheik. The

Egyptian Government had adopted a number of regulations with the purpose of

supervising the shipping through the Straits of Tiran in order to control

cargo destined for Elath* According to these regulations all vessels passing
through the Straits of Tiran into the Gulf of Aqaba were to give the Egyptian
authorities 72 hours1 notice accompanied by relevant information concerning
the name of the vessel, the type of cargo, passengers, the nationality of the
vessel and its destination* Vessels were often searched by the Egyptian

authorities asd sometimes their cargo seized or even the vessels prevented

from entering if the Egyptian authorities were of the opinion that such



cargo destined for Elath constituted contraband of war* It should be noted

also in this connexion that the Arab States have established and maintained

a boycott of Israel* Such control gave rise to a number of incidents, some of
them serious, in the straits of Tiran with vessels of neutral states,

Israel protested strongly these measures and stated that its Government was

"determined to protect the rights of free passage through this international

channel at whatever time and by whatever methods it will see fit*1*

(S/3442),

3» Lê al Position of the Parties
(a) Egyptian position* The Egyptian argument was that both Israel and

Egypt had tacitly suspended the right of innocent passage through their
territorial seas with respect to the ships of the other* By a specific

agreement concluded on 23 July 1953> Israel and Egypt had provided for an

exception in the case of non-military vessels of either party carrying
non-military cargo which could be required by reason of force majeure to

seek refuge in the territorial waters of the other party* In such event

such vessels would be granted shelter and allowed to proceed without

interference* By a contrario there is a mutual and tacit suspension of right

of innocent passage in territorial waters where an exercise of belligerent

rights can be carried out by the parties* Consequently Egypt maintained

that the right of search which it exercised in the Straits of Tiran was
legitimate* (President Nasser had once expressed his willingness to refer

the whole question to the International Court of Justice*)

(b) Israeli position. According to Israel, Egypt had no right to
prevent innocent passage in international straits leading to ports of third

states* Access to the Port of Elath is only possible through the Straits

of Tiran. The same is true, naturally, of access to the Port of Aqaba*
The Gulf is not a mare clausum of any single state. Furthermore, the

Security Council by its resolution of 1 September 1951 concerning navigation

through the Suez Canal has stated inter alia the following*
"5* Considering that since the Armistice regime, which has been
in existence for nearly 2̂  years, is of a permanent character,
neither party can reasonably assert that it is actively a
belligerent or requires to exercise the right of visit, search
and seizure for any legitimate purpose of self-defence;
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"7* ffijds further that such practice is an abuse of the
exercise of the right of visit, search and seizure*

tt8* Further finds that that practice cannot in the prevailing
circumstances be justified on the ground that it is necessary
for self-defence*

"9* And further noting that the restrictions in the passage of
goods through the Suez Canal to Israel ports are denying to
nations at no time connected with the conflict in Palestine
valuable supplies required for their economic reconstruction,
and that these restrictions together with sanctions applied
by Egypt to certain ships which have visited Israel ports
represent unjustified interference with the rights of
nations to navigate the seas and to trade freely with one
another, including the Arab States and Israel*

"10, Galls uT3Qn Egypt to terminate the restrictions on the
passage of international commercial shipping and goods
through the Suez Canal wherever bound and to cease all
interference with such shipping beyond that essential
to the safety of shipping in the Canal itself and to the
observance of the international convention in force,*1* (1)

Uhen Egypt occupied the Islands of Tiran and. Sanafir it handed an Aide Memoire
to diplomatic representatives in Cairo which was read into the record of the
Security Council at its 659th meeting on 15 February 1954 and which reads as
follows:

"Taking into consideration certain velleities which have manifested
themselves recently on the part of Israel authorities on behalf of
the Islands Tiran and Sanafir in the Bed Sea at the entrance of the
Gulf of Aqaba, the Government of Egypt acting in full accord with
the Government of Saudi Arabia has given orders to occupy effectively
these two islands* This occupation is now an accomplished fact*

"2* In doing this Egypt wanted simply to confirm its right (as well
as every possible right of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia) in regard to
the mentioned islands which by their geographical position are at
least 3 marine miles off the Egyptian side of Sinai and 4 miles
approximately off the opposite side of Saudi Arabia, all this in
order to forestall any attempt on or possible violation of its
rights*

(1) In March 1954 the Security Council discussed an Israel complaint
against Egyptian restrictions both in the Suez Canal and the Gulf
of Aqaba but failed to adopt a resolution in this respect* See
text of draft resolution and result of the vote in Annex*



"3* This occupation is not conceived in a spirit to hinder in
whatever way it may be the innocent passage across the sari tine
space separating these two islands from the Egyptian coast of
Sinai* It goes without saying that this passage, the only
practicable, will remain free as in the past being in conformity
with the international practice and the recognised principles of
international

(c) UN position.

(i) With respect to Israeli warships they are prohibited from
using the Straits of Tiran by Article II, paragraph 2 of the General Armistice

Agreement between Israel and Egypt, which provides inter alia that no element
of the sea forces of either party shall pass through the waters within three
miles of the coastlines of the other party*

(ii) Concerning innocent passage through the Straits of Tiran by

commercial vessels the Secretary-General in his report to the General
Assembly of 19 January 1957 (A/3512) stated that

'**»••• the international significance of the Gulf of Aqaba
may be considered to justify the right of innocent passage
through the Straits of Tiran and the Gulf in accordance with
recognized rules of international law « , , » » A legal contro-
versy exists as to the extent of the right of innocent passage
through these waters*

"Under these circumstances, it is indicated that whatever
rights there may be in relation to the Gulf and the Straits,
such rights be exercised with restraint on all sides* Any
possible claims of belligerent rights should take into account
the international interests involved and, therefore, if
asserted, should be limited to clearly non-controversial
situations*

"The Security Council, in its resolution of 1 September 1951
concerning passage of international commercial shipping and goods
through the Suez Canal, considered 'that since the armistice regime,
which has been in existence for nearly two and a half years, is of
a permanent character, neither party can reasonably assert that it
actively is a belligerent or requires to exercise the right of visit,
search and seizure for any legitimate purpose of self defence', a
basis on which the Council called upon Egypt to terminate the res**
trictions on the passage of international commercial shipping and
goods through the Suez Canal* This general finding of the Security
Council has a direct bearing on the question here under consideration*
It remains valid and warrants corresponding conclusions as long as
the assumptions defined by the Council remain correct* However,
in later years, an ever-widening non-compliance with the Armistice
Agreement has developed « • * * *
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"The Armistice regime may be considered as operative, at least
in part, provided forces are withdrawn behind the armistice lines,
even if non-compliance were to continue in relation to other sub-
stantive clauses of the Armistice Agreement, It follows from the
finding of the Security Council in 1951 that under such circumstances
the parties to the Armistice Agreement may be considered as not
entitled to claim any belligerent rights, ¥ere the substantive
clauses of the Armistice Agreement, especially articles VII and VIII,
again implemented, the case against all acts of belligerency, which
is based on the existence of the Armistice regime, would gain full
cogency*1*

4, The Situation after 1956 when UNEF Forces were stationed at Sham el Sheik

(a) The right of innocent passage was ensured for merchant vessels

going either to the Port of Elath or Aqaba, No incidents occurred and the

traffic in these Ports has greatly increased*

(b) The UN Conference on the Law of the Sea which was held from

24 February to 2? April 1958 in Geneva dealt with the question of innocent

passage. The Committee working on the Convention on the Territorial Sea

and Contiguous Zone, adopted by a majority of one vote an amendment to

Article 16, paragraph 4> to add the wordst "or the territorial sea of a

foreign state". This paragraph as amended reads:
tt4» There shall be no suspension of innocent passage of
foreign ships through straits which are used for inter-
national navigation between one part of the high seas and
another part of the high seas or the territorial sea of a
foreign state,"

The Straits of Tiran were not specifically mentioned in the discussion, but

the representative of Saudi Arabia who joined with the representatives of

the UAR and Jordan in voting against the amendment stated that it had "been

carefully tailored to promote the claims of one state". The final vote on

this text in the plenary meeting of the Conference was 62 in favour, one

against with 9 abstentions* The Convention on the Territorial Sea and

Contiguous Zone came into force on 10 September 1964 but the United Arab

Republic is not a party, nor is any other Arab State* Tunisia signed the

Convention on 30 October 1958 with a reservation stating that it does not

consider itself bound by the provisions of Article 16, paragraph k> referred

to above.



(c) The Arab States claim that the Gulf of Aqaba constitutes an

historical bay which would fall within the jurisdiction and the sovereignty

of the Arab surrounding States* The question of historical bays, which

requires clarification, is on the agenda of the International Law Commission

for future consideration*



ANNEX

Draft resolution sponsored by New Zealandr

"The Security Council*

nl* Having considered the complaint of Israel against
Egypt concerningt

°(a) Enforcement by Egypt of restrictions on the passage
of ships trading with Israel through the Suez Canalj

tt(b) Interference by Egypt with shipping proceeding to
the Israeli port of Elath on the Gulf of Aqafca ̂ 5/31637,

"2> Noting the statements made before the Council by the
representatives of Egypt and Israel,

"3* Recalling its resolution of 1 September 1951 £>/22$&/
Rev. 37,

"4. Notes with grave concern that Egypt has not complied
with that resolution;

U5» Galls upon Egypt in accordance with its obligations
under the Charter to comply therewith;

"6» Considers that, without prejudice to the provisions
of the resolution of 1 September 1951* the complaint referred to
in paragraph 1 (b) above should in the first instance be dealt with
by the Mixed Armistice Commission established under the General
Armistice Agreement between Egypt and Israel*"

The draft resolution was not adopted, one of the votes against
being that of a permanent member of the Council*

The result of the vote was 8 in favour, 2 against and 1 abstention,
as follows:

In favour; Brazil, Colombia, Denmark, France, New Zealand, Turkey,
United Kingdom, of Great Britain and Northern Ireland,
United States of America,

Againstt Lebanon, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics*

China*
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM ~~^~ MEMORANDUM INTERIEUR

Tp: The Secretary-General _ ^^ DATE: 23 May 196?

REFERENCE:

THROUGH:
S/C DE:

FROM: C.A. Stavropoulos
°E: Under-Secretary, Legal Counsel

: Sharm-el-SheikhOBJET:

In a note of 25 February 1957 (document A/3563), which he

submitted to the General Assembly at its eleventh session, the

Secretary-General stated that he had two meetings on that date with

the Permanent Representative of Israel, Mr. Eban, on the latter's

initiative. A memorandum containing the summary of exchange of views

during the first of these two meetings, as confirmed by both parties,

was presented to the General Assembly as an annex to the note.

The first part of theamex refers specifically to the Gulf of

Aqaba and the Straits of Tiran, The Representative of Israel stated

that his Government's primary concern in this area was in measures

designed to reduce the risk of re-occurrence of acts of war after

the withdrawal of Israel, and raised three questions. The second of

these questions related specifically to the 5harm-el-Sheikh area and

was a!s follows;

* In connexion with the duration of UNEF's deployment
in the Sharm-el-̂ Sheikh area, would the Secretary-General
give notice to the General Assembly of the United Nations
before UMEF would be withdrawn from the area, with or
without Egyptian insistence, or before the Secretary-
General would agree to withdrawal ?"
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To this question the Secretary-General replied as follows:

11 On the question of notification to the General Assembly,
the Secretary-General wanted to state his view at a later
meeting. An indicated procedure would be for the Secretary-
General to inform the Advisory Committee on the United
Nations Emergency Force, which would determine whether the
laatter should be brought to the attention of the Assembly."

At the meeting of 18 Kay 196? of the UNEF Advisory Committee,

the Secretary-General informed the Committee of the decision of the

UAR Government to rescind its consent for the stationing of UNEF in

the territory of UAR and the Gaza strip and of its consequent request

that necessary steps be taken for the withdrawal of the Force as soon

as possible. Although no particular mention was made during the

meeting of the Sharm-el-Sheikh, it was obviously included JUa the area

of withdrawal as it forms an integral part of the territory of the UAR.

At the end of the meeting it was understood that the Secretary-General

would reply first to the UAR Government that its request for withdrawal

will be complied with and that he would thereafter submit a report to

the General Assembly and another to the Security Council. The Advisory

Committee did not determine that the matter of withdrawal should be

brought to the attention of the General Assembly in any other way.



"̂ STATUS OF THE GENERAL ARMISTICE AGREEMENT BETWEEN

EGYPT AND ISRAEL

1. With the withdrawal of UNEF from Egypt and the Gaza Strip and with

the resulting confrontation of Egyptian and Israeli forces across the lines,

the question arises once again of the status of the General Armistice

Agreement between Egypt and Israel, and of the cease-fire between such forces*

2. At the time of its invasion of Egypt, in October 1956, Israel took

the position that the General Armistice Agreement between Egypt and Israel

was no longer in force. It based this position not upon specific denunciation

of the Agreement by either party, but upon the assertion that the Agreement

had ceased to exist because of repeated material breaches of its provisions

by Egypt.

3» The views of the Government of Israel on this point were expressed

on a number of occasions, both inside and outside the United Nations, For

instance, speaking to the Knesset, on 7 November 1956, the Prime Minister of

Israel, Mr. Ben-Gurion said, inter alia, that :

"•..The armistice agreement with Egypt is dead and cannot
be revived. It has died because of the continuous attacks upon
it by Colonel Nasser; because of his violations of its principles
and purposes; by his defiance of the decisions of the U.N,
Security Council; by his repeated declarations that a state of
war existed between the two countries; and by his organization
o£ murderous attacks on Israel by Fedayeen gangs." yHCeesing's
Contemporary Archives. Nov. 17-24, 1956, p. 152067."

4* A similar statement had been communicated to the United Nations a

few days earlier, on 3 November 1956, in the form of an aide-memoire from the

Permanent Representative of Israel, addressed to the Secretary-General (A/3279)<
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This aide-memoire set out a declaration by the Government of Israel which,

in addition to making points of the foregoing nature, referred also to the

closing by Egypt of the Gulf of Aqaba and the Suez Canal to Israeli shipping,

to the Egyptian economic boycott against Israel and to military alliances

between Egypt and neighbouring States "in preparation for an all-out attempt

to eliminate Israel by force." The aide-memoire continues:

" ».« By this and other hostile acts, Egypt has undermined
the peace and deprived the armistice agreement of all its functions.
The armistice agreement has, under this policy, become a fiction to
which Egypt still pays lip service in so far as it thinks this may
serve a destructive design.

11 Thus, a return to the armistice agreement would be a return
to a system which has served as a cover for the victimization, the
boycott and the blockade of Israel and for a policy aimed at
Israel's ultimate annihilation.

" Egypt having thus destroyed the armistice agreement, the
Government of Israel suggests that paragraph 2 of the General
Assembly's resolution adopted on 2 November does not serve the basic
purpose of the United Nations as expressed in its Charter ...". /~By
paragraph 2 of resolution 997 (ES-l) of 2 November 1956 the Assembly
urged 'the parties to the armistice agreements promptly to withdraw
all forces behind the armistice lines, to desist from raids across
the armistice lines into neighbouring territory, and to observe
scrupulously the provisions of the armistice agreements.̂ 7

5. To a specific question from the Secretary-General regarding the

position of Israel on the General Armistice Agreement with Egypt, the

Permanent Representative of Israel, by letter of 25 January 1957, replied

(A/3527, Annex V) inter alia that:

" ... the General Armistice Agreement has been consistently
violated by Egypt both in letter and in spirit ever since it was
signed on 24 February 1949. Its central purpose of non-belligenency
and its character as a transition to a peaceful settlement have
been constantly repudiated by Egypt. Egypt has even held, most
incongruously, that the Agreement could coexist with a 'state of war1

against Israel. This policy of Egypt and the actions flowing there-
from have brought the Agreement to nought, with the result that a
new system of relationships must now be constructed...".
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6. Since 1956, Israel has refused to participate in any meetings of

the Egyptian-Israel Mixed Armistice Commission and has also refused to

recognize the United Nations Truce Supervision Organization as having any

status with respect to matters concerning the Egyptian-Israel General

Armistice Agreement. It has consistently returned communications from the

Chief of Staff of the Truce Supervision Organization or from the Chairman

of the Israel-Egyptian Mxed Armistice Commission relating to the implement-

ation of the General Armistice Agreement with Egypt. Incidents, such as

overflights or crossings of the line by civilians or military personnel,

have been the subject of complaints to the Egyptian-Israel Mixed Armistice

Commission by the United Arab Republic and have been investigated by

United Nations military observers, but these investigations have only been

conducted within territory under the control of the United Arab Republic.

On occasion, emergency meetings of the Mixed Armistice Commission have been

held without the participation of Israel. Thus, the United Nations has

continued to consider the General Armistice Agreement between Israel and

Egypt as being in force and has acted accordingly. Egypt, likewise, has

continued to consider the Agreement as beiigin force, and has maintained

its delegation to the Mixed Armistice Commission,

7. The United Nations position on the continued validity of the

Armistice Agreement derives from pertinent resolutions of the Security

Council and from the terms of the Agreement itself. The paragraphs which

follow set out extracts from some of these resolutions and from the

relevant provisions of the General Armistice Agreement.
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8, 3y its resolution 54 (1948) of 15 July 1948 the Security Council,

acting pursuant to the powers vested in it by Chapter VII of the Charter

relating to action with respect to threats to the peace, breaches of the

peace and acts of aggression, inter al-ia, determined:

"... that the situation in Palestine constitutes a threat
to the peace within the meaning of Article 39 of the Charter of
the United Nations;"

and ordered:

"..«, the Governments and authorities concerned, pursuant to
Article 4G1 of the Charter, to desist from further military action
and to this end to issueu cease-fire orders to their military and
paramilitary forces..,".

Subsequently, after reaffirming its previous resolutions regarding a

truce in Palestine and after "recalling particularly its resolution 54 (1948)..

which determined that the situation in Palestine constitutes a threat to the

peace within the meaning of Article 39 of the Charter", the Council, by its

resolution 62 (1948) of 16 November 1948, decided that n an armistice shall

be established in all sectors of Palestine." It furthermore called upon the

parties directly involved, "as a further provisional measure under Article 40

of the Charter", to seek agreement forthwith on an armistice, including "such

withdrawal and reduction of their armed forces as will ensure the maintenance

of the armistice during the transition to permanent peace in Palestine." This

resolution, by virtue of its references to Articles 39 and 40 of the Charter,

would appear, like resolution 54(1948), to have been made under Chapter VII

of the Charter.

9» The General Armistice Agreement between Egypt and Israel was signed

at Ehodes, on 24 February 1949. Article XII, paragraph 2, thereof states,

in part, that:
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"2. This Agreement, having been negotiated and concluded in
pursuance of the resolution of the Security Council of 16 November 1948
calling for the establishment of an armistice in order to eliminate
the threat to the peace in Palestine and to facilitate the transition
from the present truce to permanent peace in Palestine, shall remain
in force until a peaceful settlement between the Parties is achieved..."

10. A few months thereafter the Security Council, by its resolution

73(1949) of 11 August 1949, inter alia found that:

"...the Armistice Agreements constitute an important step
towards the establishment of permanent peace in Palestine..."

and reaffirmed:

"...pending the final peace settlement, the order contained
in its resolution 54(1948) to the Governments and authorities
concerned, pursuant to Article 40 of the Charter of the United Nations,
to observe an unconditional cease-fire and, bearing in mind that the
several Armistice Agreements include firm pledges against further acts
of hostility between the parties and also provide for their supervision
by the parties themselves, relies upon the parties to ensure the
continued application and observance of these Agreements...".

11. The views of the Security Council concerning the permanent nature

of the truce and the armistice regime pending a final peace settlement, were

once again reaffirmed by the Council in its resolution 95(1951) of 1 September

1951» In one of the preambular paragraphs of this resolution the Council

considered that:

"...since the armistice regime, which has been in existence for
nearly two and a half years, is of a permanent character, neither
party can reasonably assert that it is actively a belligerent or
requires to exercise the right of visit, search and seizure for any
legitimate purpose of self-defence".

12. In the light of the foregoing provisions on the permanent nature

of the armistice regime pending a final settlement, the United Nations, as

indicated in paragraph 7 above, has continued to uphold the validity of the

General Armistice Agreement between Egypt and Israel. Irrespective of the

differing views taken on the status of this Agreement by Israel on the one
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the one hand and by the United Nations and Egypt on the other, it is relevant

in the present situation to recall that Security Council resolutions 54(1948)

and 73(1949) remain of full effect in respect of the cease-fire established

and reaffirmed by those resolutions, which were adopted by the Council under

Chapter VII of the Charter,
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A question whiofe tsas saaoli discussed in legal literature ia tbe ea^ly
I/of tha I&itefl Iatioae9«^ and whicli feas been cited as © classic example of t

2/©ffeot of sufesegiseat praerfrloe tapoa a parovisioa in a multilateral trestjy-' lias

r bisesa s?aised ag&Sa,, This ooacseasts the iteterpre-&atioa of Artie!© 27?

IHfa.® author is the Lagal Gotsssel of the Iksited Sat leas i She vle«?s
oppressed in tie pffsseat aste are his pe^s&soi opisloss and So
aeeesssspily sep3?ss®a-& the official position of
with whisli fe® i

I/ eeg. Hass S«l@<sa9 "OsgEUiaation sad Proeeduse of t^e Securitj
Ha^^as?d Law Hevi«w9' Vol. 5^? So* 7 (194<5}9 pp. 1098-109̂  sad fhe Law
of tfes Uai-feed latioas (1950)5 pp. 23f-244| Gsodsic& sssd Hsslsj'
Ghartaa? of tSis Issitsd ^atieass GonameKita^ a&d B®sas î'&e (3,94^
pa 333 aa^ (194§ ®i)? P» 2§3| Welliagfeosi &6S J3?»9 Votia

Bolitisal C^gssaisstioas (194?) 5 pp. 122-15S?
Vbtiag aad tfee Haadlifig cf Disputes

pp« l?»23i ?« ^* Bsnagi&ssj, Broit do
des siestoss poEraji^its eu Cosiseil de

pp» 134~141| F^aaoia 0. Wileoa5 "Tke Hale of Uteaaiiaity in the
Ccmjaeil'% ProeesdisjgSj Amesdcan Society of Int@^tatioaal Lawj,

teotissg (I946)sr pp« 55-56? Tiaes->li Idasagj ''Bhe Settlement
Disputes ia the Security Go^saeils Tk© Yalta Voting Wesml&a-9

Yeas? Beck of IsteffifjatiQEal Iswj Vol. 24 (194? 5 9 PP» 357-359?
, XteaelfoMj "5ffee Use of the Vete"9 Inteznatiosal Orgeaisatioa

« 2 (1948)» p. 245? Yuen-li Idasagv "Abstaatioa aad Abseae© ©f a
Meoafess? ia Helstion to th© Votiog Procedure isa the Sesuslty
Aiaerieaa Journal of Intesr-aetioRal L@,w? ¥ol, 44 (3L950)

PP» 694~700j Leo GSeflSj- "fotiag IB the 'Saeurity Ceiaaoils
f^oE Voting aad Alsssaee fro® Mestinge51, Tsla Ls^ JoiaJnalg ¥ol» 60
pp. 209-229? %cee S. MtsDe«gal and HieSard Ke (todass?, ttfbe ¥®lo end
the Chs^feoyg an Shtespsetstica fos? Sas=^ivslc's ^bid.p pp. £78-2^1.

See ftankiHj, p.
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pa3?s@3?aplj 3s of the Ghartea? of fchs Halted Istiossj uMeh deal® witb votisag

th© Security Q«raaoll oa Roa~pzo6ecto®l taattess* Beth Paarfrngal-"* s&d Seistili

last yeas- sessrved the poeitiea of the&? Govsrasseats jregardi&g th@ "vfalldtfcsr ef
K/

Seewsity OossioiX sesolsrfcicna 221 (19&6'}« of 9 April 196S9 ia the ^rato oa

both Fi'asaoe sad tlie Sovierfc Uaioa abjetaineio 'Ebis :is tfe© resoi^atioa l>gr

the Cemnoilg, aeti?ag uad©3? Cijaptei" ¥11 of tke ChE3?t«32?s called for eertain

to eaforcs asi erate^ga ©a oil ssid petsoleizffl products f^oa seaoM^ Soafehssa Bhodesia

tlis port; of Beira in MesasTiMQaej aad authorized the felted Kiagdos to

t 1>y tho ttsQ of fdToo if Eieoesoasg- the e?ri%ai at BsiE® of vessels

sraasoaably "believed to ^ es3?sgrisjg oil destined for Bhodesia«

J/ U0 Bo Boo. S/7271 (28 Aps?il 1966} aad Co5^» 1 (29 April 1966).
sinailag' ses«2?^ati©Bs t>y Porttagsl oosiosiaing Ssmj^ity Conmoil
232 (196S) of 16 BiscoEflbe? 19^9 fey ^hi©h t-h© Govsioil iszgossd
j3S3ic-t;ioa3 on Bho^eeisa ©sports aa.d impor^@9 sse U, I
(14 Febs«a2y 1967 3 »

U« H. Docu 3/7392 (1 J?ul^ 1966). Sottfch ^s?iea ^aa aaeag the States
providisj^ asaistanc© to Ifeited latiems oojajuaEd is Sorsa, thus actively
stappor&iag Seeua?ity CosEOil s^solu-feioae 82(1950) of 25 Jtss© 19509 83(1950)
of 2? Jasae 1950, 84(1950) of 7 -July 1950 aad 85(1950) of 31 ^wly 1950s
all of whiah were corasM&psd adopted in the absenoe of a pessaaait
nsaiber of the Sasosity Cotsacil* Ssss aleof Yuea«-li Idaag9 Imexlean

j Ioo_. .git. (note 1$ ^g|®;)@ P« 7089 footnote 60.

. S/KES/221 (9 ApUl 1966),



279 -pssi&gs&jih 3S of the Chaste? presently lays dcran that all

d©oisioa® of t&® Security C'oussoil em aon-proeedural

" e«. shall fce aswie "bj as affiasBatiTO vote of isisie aesafeesa
including t&© ocacCT îBg votes of the pesnszieat mesifessfSf provided
that 5 in d@eis2.Gns wides1 Ghaptss? ¥I9 ssid «3d®3? pa^ag^aph 3 of

^j a P&^ty to © diepiate s&sll alsstaln froa

% for ooBsidsration is tdiethe? ea attention *oy s pezrosasari;

as obligator abs&eation under the final pro^lsiea of this

or is sioSj teata*RO«sit to a veto prelecting tiie adoption by the

of a noa-proG3dta3?al dsoisloa on the esttea? iswolved*

Apsrb fgwa the gsssral questioa of t&e testxsal lates^pret&tion of Ay&iole 27?

3p there appear to bs two aew s^gaEiesrfes advanoed "by those who earpssss

the doulys that sMssclutios 221 (1966) was validly adopted* la the fisst plao©

It is em-beaded that the loag pr&etiQe of -she Ssouid'sy Couneii of

abstentioas as tsstasaouat to a vat© is iaapplieabls *6o deoisi^as

¥11 of the GhmrBer which d<tals with aotioa with a?Gspee£ to threats t»o

the pea®ee teeashes of the psaos and aets of ag§2?©sai©a«~* la the sseossd

it is argued teat the ©sdstiag practice is no losgea? r©l®7aat siaes the
7/iato fos'oe of the Cbsyfcey aBieadsi^atss.'̂ ' Thes© saa©ndmsEtss uhioa entered toto

8/
fore© on 31 Augast 19^5? inosreEsed "both the amaber of nsezabsys of the Sacu3?it3r

Gc«E®il froia ele^^i to flftesn and the faa^ority ssqwised for the adoptioa of

deoislons f^m sovea w&ses to ate®« ^h^ the psastioe of voluutasy absteation

U. H. Bee. S/72T1 (28 Apj?il 1966} aad COKP. 1 (29 April 1966),

For the ^Pjeotesoi sf Sntay iato Foroe of the Amsadiaenfts to As?tieles
27 sad 61 of the Chaa-fcej? of the United Nations edoptei uadsr General AssemMy
rssoluMoms 1992. A and B (XVHl) of 17 Dsoejaljes? 1963W see U. I. Booo A/6019
(27 Sqptanber 1965).



in the Council of elevea sneoibess It TOS ifiipossible for a deoisisn

to fee adopted with all five pesmsaent tae&ibe&s abstsiaiBgj ass such. a d@oisioaa
Q/

^wstsld not ©Main the areguia-sd s0sr®n votes .^ HoTSfSver9 with the ineseas© ®? the

CeKjsasi! to fi£t©@»s the situation ecftsld asiee9 if the old psaotloe wes?e

msiataiaedg wfee3?-sby a d@di@icm irotild fea considered adopted bj the aeeessasgr

f niasg ??ith all five parasia«mt Esagifeers a'feSuSinlagp evsss possibly ea

of suajos1 esiforaemejrb measures sndes- Cisaptes? ?II of the ChS3?ter»

la the ligb.15 of these aev? developineits it is the3?efo3?9 pes&aps timely to

look oao© agais at t&e intsjspsretation of Artidle 27 p psis-agz-aph 39 of th®

ias©fS3» ©s it selBtse to vols^tsa^ abstentions Tsy pesffiaasat mesikiars of

S@s5tar-3.tj Co'QReil, fl^e pses^at wote IB corifiaed to the <gaesti©a of

sbsteatiems sad does aot deal isfith tSi© related issues of ©"bseaoe of

rass&ea1 fsosa the Ooisxoilj, or sos^pas-ticipation "by sush a meaabeff in a

parfeiowlar ^oteB Cases of al3g©?i€fe aad nos~pa3?ticipatioa have "beea iafroqaentj

and a3?s not di^aotly involved ia tfea oireimsstanses giving rise to the latest

doubts ®rpr©0sed aboist th© effect of i^l^sr^as^r abstentions*

While official soissass'feEsyies oa th© Saa F2®jj.oisoo Cojjf ®rejies~^ and

astioles in legal pgrd,®dieals have oovesed the Sasi Fransisoo Gesafer^ioe

P!£7,©r to its aiaesslsaeatp A3?tiel© 2^9 paxagsapla 3? ©f th© Charter prosified
that all deoisloHS of the Sset^ity Cowaoil oas aoB-proesdusal siatters
" jade l3j an affiss^itive vots of seven jassbezs iacludiag the

vote® of the psssan^it mssa^sxisj provided that? ia
Chap-fees? ¥IS and rasdes? par-a^raph 3 of Article 5^9 a paccty to a
s shall sbsfeain frosa

to the R?ss3.dea*9 U» S. D©|>st of State (1945) » PP« 71-Tll
Ujiited 1st ions Goafe^snce ©B Intextiational Org@niaatioiag Hew 2sal®ad
S^°t of Fs±ez-aal Affairs (1945)s pp. 74-79$ Seporfe oa the Uhitsd Uatioras
GoEfereaee oa latssamtiena! Orgaaia©tion9 Canada Dap't of I&tessial Mfaiss
(1943)5 pp» 30™3S§ United Bat:loas Cossferea«e on latesnationsl (h?gS3ttiSBation9

the /iu&stsslis^. Delegates (1945)? PP«



<=t "•» c=>

OH the ii.vfceajpset&tS.Ois of Arsicl© 27 ? paragraph 3s at some lesgthj— -^ teief

3asf©3*eiaco 3© those msogds is a necessary stashing point £03? saj cllseuseiea

of the ia?.ftg<3ot, Ifies- ®uah a, revfe?ene@g the psesesri aote ps?ocesds to cosssifies-

tfee is^Qrpse'ftsiioK glvsn to the ps.Ts^?apJ% ia the practice of the Seoaritj CouxudLl

tae appl:-;3aties of lifea pffaetio© to d©eis3.€mffl ^sjd©s? Ghaptsr VII of tfes

and t'&fs off eat ©f the ©s'itrj into fostse of t&© Ghsstes? ajn'endraeats tapon

fh© Ssa Fjjasjoiseo C
-^-cMi^SKesiiMMX-^^

iiie Sssi S'ssaoisG© Gojifs^^as^ IrSS-ele 27 of the Cbsx^ey

is ConsEiit'Ses SIX/1 » It gave rise to rouoli

s2.5r as regais-ds parsgs?apb. 3? wliich smbodied itiba& is known as -fehs ftYalta

cor^siriiEg ths veidp sgs?©e-d to % the Govessisnents of -bhs Soviet Ifeioss

ife© Ssit f=S Efmgdos .sad. the United States at the Crimea Gosferenos in FebruaE^ 1945

At San P;.T4iiQ:lsoa9 a sub'-sosamitteo ©f GoffiBJa.tt®e III/1S cKjnsistisg of th©

9

tk© I<sffeb"s-lmt3ds3 tli© Soviet I?aiesa9 the Ualtsd Kia .̂@ai gs».d the Ifeited States was

i -'.\o S3©k a olarificatioa of Article ^|« Tto msssbsss ©f this

tJa© F

stlcK!!:- -t?hio!i ^sr® sufeaitted to the rep^esesatativsa of the Bpoasos-issg

for1 thsi:i- sssis?33a« Jteoag thass qusstioas ^as th©

ll/ Ss© aot-a It
is^-sjjfl c

The SpenEorisg Go^ex^jssenlss wesa China g the Soviet IMosg th© Usjit^ Kingdoia
sM tli© United Sfeates.

Socwmeats of the Baited nations Sojsf es?eac0 on Isater-aatioaal 0?gsaiaatioa§
San Francisco (1945) (B¥C10)9 ¥ol0 11 9 p, 70? .



If a B&tlGu is snoTSd isa t&8 S®ou3?a.ty Copnoil OB a ©attest,
tbaa a ,8&tte? of ps?o<5sdwrs9 isadoi? tfo© gasassal wosfis isa -

3 £«£ -&!?tieie 2t|s woalS the
@f asiy oae of t&e psOTssneat aembers of the Sesurit^ Ooatseil

that niesfDSjp ia pa-event iag
SeeiLflty Cotsneil fzdia 2r0esfeisg a dscisioja on the

j tb® S<&Ie^itlojE^? of t&e

ess

Statsmea^ was saMcrHjed to^ IK additioa, lay iilie Fs^sxclj. Deleg&tien.

saewer to the qjaestioa set oiat ia tSa©

S&sfcemea-fc ^ssfis as

view of tb© pyinsay responsibilities of •fch©
p -Slseg? eoeld aot ~be espsstsd^ to the preseart-

the w0z>M9 t© ©sgssme tlie obligation to set in BO sealeas a
a-3 the sainteztenes of iateraatioasl psaoa es?,d ssctarity

of a dosisiQH in wMeli thej baS not ^emetsrsssi.
if a tna^os^ogr troi/issg in the SSou ît̂  Ootsaeil ie to

pGS3i"ble9 tfce or£ly praetiGs^le meifliod is to pxwid^ in
' respect of aoa-p^Goadttsal de6isiosas9 foff •oasaiudts1 of the
pomsKsat oiesibezs plus the oonouxs-ing votes of at ieas-&
tiie

paragraph wcnald appear t© ©ceosii with isaof f ioi^L reporte-^ that the foar

Frsaee ted agspesd -fehat the teEsa "eoac^SE îssg vote"

HcErev©3?s tMs ag^saeat ^ss neither piat desa in

nor ccssE^saioatsd dirseti^ to other daLeg&tioas at th€ Coinfeeeaee,

^h® s>@@o^d@ of the SSSK FrseieiBe© GsiBfe^snoQ are mor@ solicit on the

quest ioa of the effsot of ait ©bligat&sj abstention 1^ a p^manent aisi

th« proviso is pa3?aga'sph 3 ©f Jlstiol© 2? of th© ShaEt©^ that wia dsoisiosss

Gtopte^ VI9 asid sssdeor paxssgzapli 3 &f Astiol© 529 a pagety to a dispwt© sSisil

©bstais frosa ^otii^." She repeat of tlie Itapposteas1 of GoBssiitte© IU/1 ooataias

Teas? Book9 Ige« eit^ (ssote 1? sagmJs p0 358-



the following rs£-ss>ks oa this matters
"ffea most di^eot ansro®? to tbe question eoneemsJag the effects of the
abstention from -voting of & pezisasieat member of the Cotmcil9 whe& it
is a pasty to © disprefces ^as given "by the Hosorabls CoBBjasader
Harold E. Stassea9 Seleg&ta of the Ualted States of Jteierieaj at the

jag of Corcmittee 2H/2« Shis aafwe3?8 as it appeals in
forzs la tiiQ tninutos of the meeftiag3 is as follows s 9He

ssa) stated tfeat ^>en a pesijseaaao m§&b&? of the
Cousoil was a pss?ty to & dispute^ its safosced abstention would
that th© other foisx* psspsastgat mssbeiTS and tkres of tiis

T®&oh & dsolsioa ^fclGli issvolved a jiaJ^Ks
or wrojagasss &f the dispute, fhi@ aeoisioB ooald

i'ecoaangadatieas sg to the tesas of ssttleasati, he obe@3nr
t1»e3?efos?e9 that Hhespe is a© eso©pti©a fa?oa the ^tsdgssiaat ©f -fctee
of the ^os-ld"*8 Ths Hosesable Eep^ss^tatives of ilia other
psxtnan^it BiSJEbsrs of the Caundil did not mak© eaî  spcoifio
ia response to the que^iea wMoli tfee Honorable Hepreseata-Sivs of the
lM.ted States of Imerioa angr@®?®d in &s> direot a esssm^1. Ho7?Q^©3?e
KO objeetion was rai0sd bj thes coaoernisjg the statce^it of
Gctnm&Rder Stasaaz. It is to b® hoped that this stataQe^t wsaas
real iRtespretatioa which the Security Council will give ±n the
future to the question raised.

i to, the ,~ ~

If an oblig&toz^ alsstention ia not to foa oonsidersd as tantamount to a

veto Ijy a paaasa©at ejemborg the, question asritsss ^faethea? there is esiy basis for

t-TOatisg a volisataiy ali-stsntios IB a different s^aim@Q?o Whatever the intention

©f the Spons!©s?iRg Powers aad of Fsssaoe at Saa Francisco ae rsgasds ^olrastiasy

that iatenti<sa ?ras left obssuTQ at the CosiferarsC© agid. therefore

to interpretation in the lig^t of BubEseousjat psaetice o? o^ew to

UUCI09 lew, cit,9? (siote 139 su^ra), Volusse llg pp.



Such practice has long Tj^es recognised a® a mesas Izoth of interpreting

aud of tscdifyiag treaty provisions. The InteasiatieaaX Law Cessiesioaj is

27 5 paragraph 3(s))5 of its draft srtieles os the Issr of treaties has
1provided ths&, ia the iatezpsetstiea of a treat

"fhere shall bo ta&ea iato aacotsnt .»»

subsequent ps-ao^iG© ia the application of the
establishes tlaa tmd©2?staadiiig of the parties regagditig its

infeerpr-etetioa « "

Its. the oommeQte&y OH ^slda provigidn^ the GotmBiesiQii s-eaogniaea thai;

18/practice is waa awtlientic mesas of 4at:erpretBtioaw
9 aad •fehats"—'

"the iBiporSane® of @uoh eaTsssqusat practice in the appiioation of the
as an eloasat of interpretation is obvious^ for it constitutes

evidence of the understanding of the parties ®@ to tb©
meaning of a treaty*"

19/?h@ Go3iBiiis3ioa has also provided; in article 38 of the draft arfcieles thats-2'

"A treal:̂  may "be modified "bj sul>ssqueat practice in the
application of the treaty establishing the agreement of the parties
to modify its provisions"

coism^itszy on this article states thats*-*

" ... a donsistegro practice^ sa^ablishi^ the conffisja co&se&t of
the parties to the application of a treaty in a {oasms? different
from that laid do^t 'in osrfeaiR of its provisions 9 inaj have the -
effect cf taodifyiag a treaty . . .» 3k f ozsEulstiag the rul@ in
this way the Csffiaissisa interad@d to iafiioats that

if every patfty ndght not its@lf hav@
in the praotioes jaiast IJQ ®js5i as to establitsh

of the parties as a whole to the modification ia question*1*

Bsposrfis of the International Law Consaission on the Second Fart of its
Seventeenth Session and <m its Eighteenth S@ssion9 U. I. BoOo A/6309/H0?. 19
P- 49-

•

md-» PP»



9

the ©sample of voltsatazgr abstesatioas nades? irfcisla S79 passgjrapfe 39

of the Charter is considered as & case of iateipretaticn or & case of modifieatioa

siibssqusKt pseeetie© «• the practical if not •&&© legal effects bedag the

earn® ~ the ooaduot of the Seousity Council; whieh sss acQuiesosd is "by the
21/

— f
Ge&esral Assesblys —

 f and in psa^tio^aa* th© eoaduet of tfee

Gotsaoi! -re^ sliorl;!̂  after Saa FrasicltsGO. shot?s that$ like an

a voliaita^ abs-^R-feisa fej & psmaaeBt tasrabor is not tantsBiojaal; to

a vst©.

For some iaatajiaesi of eueh se^uiesesnee see Yuen~li Liaag9 &p.9rloaR Journal 9
leea elt.0 (no^e lp J^^js PP» 7<>4~708. The tosssibiy has aer&ed oa daaj
©seasioas on ths fessis of rosolufeiims adopted lij the Seeur-ity Comicil os
wMcli oao or mora pe^sasaoii: moabers sfcstsinedp iasludlag Sacv^-itj Gsiaaoil
resolutions 69 (1949) of 4 ^aa?oli 1949? 86 (1950) of 26 Septembsff 19509
109 (1955) of 24 Booasibar 1955S 166 (196!) and 167 (1961) of 25 October 1961
ass! 176 il9625 of 4 Qotobsi' 1962$ doalij^1 with the admission of new Bjembss^sp

71 (1949) of 2? July 1949? sad K»2 (1953) aad 103 (1953)9 dealing
tix® spplioatiOKS of non-ffl'mb02@ to become parties -go the Stat^i® of

smr& of Justioe* Sea pp* l^l^ ^o^r% ̂ s lesesibl̂  hifi0
iu ©onnesion with poaee-fee^pisag operaticaas in the Goagos get^l ©a the
tmda^stasidiag (©.go "bj ©pp^opyiatiiEsg funds) th@rl Sse«jrity Goimoil
initiatiag the operation we?e properlj adopt ©dj aKlsough. oae or mos>®
p0xaaan0nt msmbes?^ of the Seou?ity Oounoil a"bstaia©d on parts or th© wbele of
those rsaolutioas.
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It has been the consistent practice of the Security CkKHieil to interpret |

& voluntary abstention by a permanent insjaber as &ot tantaiawiat to a veto0 The

first isistanc© occurred on 29 April 1946o On that oceasloag at the 3%h t
1

msatisig of the Security Council^ in eoiEiesclon with a draft resolution on the J

Spanish Question^ the representative of the Soviet Union

bearing in raind D0o that my noting agairsst the Australian draft
rosolutioa worald naake Its adoption iapossible ,̂ I shall abstain from

nl consider it necessary to draw the attention of the Security
Cfcrancil to the fact that sagr abstention from voting on this matter
may in no way be regarded as a precedent capable of influencing in
any wajr the question of the abstention of permanent members of th®
Security Council;,1"

22/ Repartoir® of the Practice of the Security Couacilj, 1946-1951 (tJ«K« Boe0
ST/BSCA/Dj, Ch0 3S» Part III9 p0 173*. Case 1300 For a sfcsilar position
«^>ress3^r suj^Jorted by the Soviet Usiion as® Ibidoj) PO 175̂  Gas© 187o
See,, alsoj> Yuea^li Lieasgj, Amepican Journal-, lgec ^to (note 19 sjaggffi)«
PO 706; for a statement by the representative of the Soviet Union in the
General Assembler on th@ effect of



Despite the specific reservation mentioned by the representative of the

Soviet- Unionp in the statement recorded aboves the general practice that a

•voluntary abstention bj a permanent member did not constitute a negative vote

was soon established as & means by which a permanent msssbar could permit the

adoption of a resolution which it did not openly support but which it preferred

to become effectivê  To take another example* at the 131st meeting of the

Council on IB April 1947g in connexion with a draft resolution on the Greek

question̂  the representative of the United States declared

"I wish the record to shew that the United States will not
exercise.a veto* and that the United States has considerable regard
for & practice which has growa in the Security Council̂  by usage*,
to constitute a very good practical construction of Article 27 of
the Chartero And in this cas<3s although the United States is
opposed to the resolution̂  it mil abstain, but will not veto ito"

At the 173rd meeting of the Security Council on 1 August 1947# ia connexion

with a draft resolution on the Xndoneeisn Questions the representatives of France

and of the United Kingdom stated that their abstentions should not be considered

as preventing the adoption of the resolution,. The President of the Council
f

(Syria) replied:-

______ (note 22,, jujgi) » PP° 173=174» Case 1S2Q For a sitailar
position expressly supported by the United States see 3Mdos PO 174$ Case 184C
Seê , alsog, luen̂ li Iiange Mericsa Journsl» Jagg, ci&0 (note lg ̂ «ra)0 p» 705
and p0 707 for mention of statements by representatives of the United States
in the General Assembly on the effect of voluntary

Rey>ertioirMe« 3gc0 e|̂ 0 (note 228 &gjsg&)ll> p0 174» Caoe 183 o For similar
positions expressly supported by France sea IM<|»» PPo 174=175 s Cases 185 and
1&6S and by the United Kingdom see IbM̂  p0 174̂  Case 185 c, For other
statements by France and the United Kingdom in the General Assembly see
.T*sen~ii Liangj, Ameriean Journal̂  ]£&> $j[&0 (note ls iSEga)̂  pp<> 705=-707g and
see pCT 707 for reference to a draft resolution sponsored by Chinas Francê
the United Kingdom and the United States in the M Hoc Political Committee
of tiie General Assembly which was baaed on the understanding that &
voluntary abstention by a permanent mesabsr was not tantamount to a veto*



"X think it is now jurispru.d©ace in the Security Council « awd
.the interpretation accepted for a long tims « that aa abstention is
not considered & veto., and the eoRem*2?ent Totes of the penaaneat
members mean the votes of the permanent members who parti cipat.3 in
the voting,, Those who abstain intsntioaally are not considered to
have east & veto0"

On the basis of the Instances listed ia

and the SjjggJ.gEgig&g thsretcr1^ and of a study of tfce decisions

of the Council siace the end of 1$63 wheaa the last Ŝ gĝ ^̂ tt WS.B issued̂  it

appear thatg since the establisluaassfc of the United latiose up to the end

permanent meaibers of the Security Council havo abstained

(i0©o otherwises than in accopdar*ce ̂d.th the fin@X provriso of

paragraph 3!5 regarding obligatory abstentious) at Xsast- 264 times ia

with the vote on part or the whole of vario-as aoa-proeedHral decisiosis of
26/Coxmcil ahich w©?© declared, to be adopted ô  China has Son® so some 14

Franc® 67« the Sô iefc Uiî oa 1469 the United Kingdom 20 £2$ tlxe United State©

• '' fc

(note 22^ Bggg|t)s Sfepplsieab 1952=1955 (UoH« Doe0
Ch0 2?^ Psait iHTppo 6? «$A 68| Sepplsasnt 1956-1956

OI.B* Dee* ST/5SCa/l/Md02)a Oh0 UT, Part -HI,
1963 (U*N, Soc0 S!?/B3tt/l/Addo3)» Cfe* W, Part

Opiuioue EJŜ S, of coureê  vary on the classification of decision as
procedural and 2jsjft»proced.tjrals and the figaras givea in this paragraph
are therefore subject to possible difference isi this respect 0
there are many ssore essmplss %fher@ decisions failed to bo adopted with one
.or sare of the permanent members abst&imoĝ  becsuee they did not obtain
the Kecessâ gr majority 0 In all those eases the abstentions of the
penaasiojit mesfeers wsr@ announced as abstentions and not as v©toQs0 Thsso
abstentions have been described as f'Mddaa" or "concealed v©toosns
Repartoir0s 3gg0 .̂ ô (note 225 s§I£g3s P° 3-75* Case
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I
Such abstentions oecur in relation to the ̂ hole or part of sossa 95

non«=proeedural decisions of the Council? involving at least ST̂ ont of &

total of 232 resolutions of the Security Council,,

2» addition to the resolutions listed in note 28 b$Xow» this includes <
decisions of the Security Council of 8 July 1947$ 6 July* 23 August azsi 5
19 October 1948j 23 Merck 19495 12 September 1950 sad 30 April sad ;
29 May 1951o See releraafc annual volumes of the Official Records of the |
Security Council̂  Resolutions and Decisions of the Security Council for I
these decisions and for tha resolutions listed in note 28 below, |

,1
For the purpose® of this note* and subject to the reservations expressed is i
note 26 j>uj!Jib> the ISollewing Security Council resolutions have been taken into
accounts resolution^ 4 (1946) of 29 April 1946$ 15 (1946) of 19 Deeeaabea? 1946$ .5
17 (1947) of ID February 1947S IB (194?) of 33 February 1947* 19 (1947) of I
27 February 1947» 21 (l|4?) of 2 Apsril 1947* 22 (1947) of- 9 April 1947* '*
23 (1947) of IB April 1947S 27 (1947) of 1 August 1947* 30 (1947) sad 31 (1947) \]
cf 25 August 1947* 32 (1947) of 26 August 1947* 35 (1947) of 30 Osfeober 1947e ,]
36 (1947) of 1 Novoaber 19475.38 (194S) of 17 Jaauary 1948* 39 (1948) of 1
20 Janary 1948* 40 (1948) ajud 41 (1948) of 28 Febstiary 1948* 42 (1948) of |
5 March 19480 44 (1948) of 1 April 19480 46 (194S) of 17 April 194SP 47 (1948) , 1
of 21 Apspil 194SS 43 (1948) of 23 Apsd.1 1943, 49 (194B) of 22 May 19^ 50 (19 ;̂ {
of 29 i% 1948S 51 (1946) of 3 Juae 194̂  52 (1948) of 22 Jmo 194̂ ^ 53 (1948) of i
7 July 1943., 54 (194S) of 15 <Ju3^ 1?4&P 55 (194S) of 29 July 19t$» 56 (1948) of (
19 August 1943* 61 (1943) of 4 HbT@Qbe? 1943» 62 (1%S) of 16 itoveaiber 194̂ @
63 (1%8) of 24 DeeeEibffl!' 194̂ - 64 C194S) of 2S Dsceiabep 1943* 65 (1948) of I
28 Deeeisber 194ds 66 (1948) of 29 Beceaiber 194̂ s 67 U%9) of 28 a®ma2y 1949̂
69 (1949) of 4 Hareh 1949* 70 (1949) of 7 March 1949S 71 (1949) of 27 July 1949*
73 (1949) of U August 1949̂  86 <1950) of 26 Septossber 1950a 89 (1950) of
17 Nweiaber 1950S 91 (1951) of 30 Sfereh 1951. 92 (1951) of a Magr 1951*
93 (1951) of IS Hay 19518 95 (1951) of 1 Ssptmber 195V 96 (1951) of
10 SoTSHibefr 1951* 9S (1952) of 23 December 1952@ 101 (1953) of 24 HowaubBF 1953̂
102 (1953) and 103 (1953) of 3 December 1953* 109 (1955) of 14 December 1955*
122 (1957) of 24 Jaaoary 1957* 123 (1957) of 21 February 1957S 126 (1957) of
2 December 19579 128 (1958) of n June 195S9 143 (i960) of U Jalor l?60p
146 (I960) of 9 August I960* 161 (1961) of 21 Fsbraary 19615 162 (1961) of
11 April 19615 166 (1961) sad 167 (1961) of 25 October 1961̂  169 U961) of
24 Sfoveaiber 196ls 171 (1962) of 9 April 1962, 1?6 (1962) of 4 Oetobsr 1962S
179 (1963) of n Jtm® 19635 180 (1963) of 31 &a3y 1963,, 1B1 (1963) of
7 Aogast 1963j, 183 (1963) of 11 December 1963S 1S6 (1964) of 4 Mareh
18S (1964) of 9 April 1964* 189 (1964) of 4 ^ans l?64e ISO (1964) of 9
19648 191 (1964) of 18 June 1964S 193 (1964) of 9 Atsgast 1964s 199 (1964) of
30 DeeeHiber 1964* 202 (1965) of 6 May 1965* 205 (1965) of 22 May 1965*
215 (1965) of 5 Kovsniber 1965S 216 (1965) of 12 tfoveaber 1965* 217 (1965) of
20 November 1965* 218 (1965) of 23 Sovember 19659 221 (1966) of 9 April 1966
226 (1966) of 14 October 1966, 232 (1966) of 16 December 1%6<> See mte 27,



If the foregoing abstentions were TROW to be treated as tantaEsoiaat to a
j

some surprising rosults wouM occur0 Albania^ Alge2»ia5 Austria., Bulgai'ia^ Cajafcoaiaj, j

Ceylon^ Piii3.aKds Indonesia.) Ireland.; Isra01s ItsOy^ JoMans

Hsuritsnia, Hongpliâ  Uepal, Portugal? Rosaasiis and Spain would not be meatbers of

the United Nations* as one or more of the permanent members o£ the Council

abstained on the Security Council resolutions recoasaesdiag thei?

% its resolution 109 (1955) o£ 14 Steeeaiber 1955» the Sectelty Council
recommended, to the General Assembly the ©ds&ssion to ths United Nations
of Albaniâ , Austriâ  BulgariSj Csmbodi&$ Coylons Finland̂  Xrel&sde Italy-,
Jordan̂  Kajigaâ i, taosf Iibyas Nepalj, Borttig&l., Hosassiia m& Spain0 B«3fop@
this resolution was put to a wis as a tjfcole a separate vote ̂ae held on
«ach applicant &t the 705th meeting of the Goxanoilo The separate votes
on AQStvia« Casajodiaf Ceylon̂  Pialandf, XraLandj, Italjs Jordan̂  Laosi
Libya, Nepalp Portugal and Spain were all tsrsasdiacraso Two penaansat
members abstained on the separate ?otea oa Albaaiaf Btslgsriaa Hungayj" and

the resolution "was put to a trote as a wholee
abstained whiehe if such abstentions were tantamount to

would have nidlified the effect of the separate unanimous votse astd,
would have prevented th@ adoption of the resolution as ereeho Seo
Hepertoir© Supplement 1952-1955fl 3§&* £$&<> (note 25S iî )p n̂®
adsiissioR of Alg®ria5 Indonesiâ  Israel̂  Mongolia aad Mauritajniia w®
rQeoamended by the Security Council by separate resoluilosQSfi'esjjeefc
as follows J 1?6 (1962) of 4 Octobar 1962 (1020th meeting}* S6 (19̂0)
of 26 September 1950 (503rd meeting) , 69 (1949) of 4 March 1949
(424th casting)* a»d 166 (I96l) and 16? <196l) of 25 Oetobas? 1961
(971®t meeting) 0 A perajansat meaiber abatainsd in the vote on each of
these resolutions „ Se© Rapertoispe said Supplesiout I959=i963.,
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Liechtenstein and Sa» Marisso would isot be parties to the Statute of the

International Court of Justice^ as & permanent mezaiber abstained, on the

Security Council resolutions reeoBsaendiag to the General Asseabljf tlie condition
50/on which these States should become paries to the Statuteo"^ The United

Kationg Force in the Congo would ha*re been established initially without Isgal
"31/foundation^*2*7 three permanent members of the Security Council faaviag

abstained on th© resolntioa raader which it was set up by th

The same î otsld be true of the United Nations Force in Gypr&M&<

oteinbsrs h&ving abstained on the particular operative paragraph of tit© Security

Council resolution which recosanended the creation of tlie Force,, Maisy other

pertinent e^EEiples might b@ cited,? in eoasjejsioii td.th nearSy

Jg/ R©£50lution 71 (1949) of 2? July 1949«, adopted at the 432nd meeting of
tha Security Coixncil (IdechtensteiK) and resolution 203 (1953) of
3 December 1953* adopted at the 645th mestiag of the Security Council
(San Marino) o See Repertoire^ Jgc^o ,g±^0 (not® 2Sg
Supplczneiit 1952=1955 (note 25

Resolution 143 (i960) of 14 July 1960S adopted at the S?3rd maQtimg of
the Security Council0 See Repertoire Supplement 1959̂ 1963;
(note 25

par;agraph 4 of resolution 1B6 (1964) of 4 March 1964̂
Hth@ creatio»9 *?lth the coneeat of the Go^srmmt of

of a United Kations Peace-Seoping Force in Cyprus Oa0 "„
See ffaS* Doco S/ESP/lS^taro'l, p0 3o



considered by the Security Gbwacilj,̂ '2' but these should serve to illsistrat© some

of the legal effects fcMeh might be derived fv&m arri'slaig at the eonc

e volonbery abstention by a psrausasnt saeasber on a mm^procediss'sl question is

tantamount to a vetOo

Such a conclusion wouM bo contrary to twenty years of consistoat.

practice expressly supported by each pemanQ&fe member of the Security Council

Purthem»>@;i faille that practice was questioned isi a few instances in the
«K/

stages by other EiejBbears of the Couaeiljj^ BO objections to it were ever

aad it appears to have been supported autofflafciGaU^g without any

Some of the iteias in conasxioB with which oae or nora r®solo£iob3 of
Coizncil ha^e been adopted %ith one or ato£>3 peiiaaasafe
g %r@ the following: Spssiish Quostioa ,̂ Greek Frontier

Question^ General Regulation and Reduction of Arm@^enta5 Corfu
Questions Trusteeship Agraeaisat for the ForMsr Jsg^aasss Isla3idsa Reports
of the Coxsaissioa for Convssrfcioaal Ar^oss^ntSj, IMonesian Question9

Questioa^ Palestine Queisticn^ Eeporte of the Atomic Energy
., Admiesioa of now HesBbers to the lfeiite& Siationo ,̂ Applieatioaa

of Hoa=®ssibsi»s to becbis© paries to the Statute of the Satornatioaal Court
of JtestieSj, Report of the Security Council to the General As3OTb3^>
Cossplaî ife by Xebsm)^ Situation in th0 Republic of tils- Cojcsgo^ Reports bj
the Secrefcaa^^sRsrai aoneeruing Tazaea^ the ©itisatioa in T&reitorlas
Africa tmder Pc?tag©se Mfidniatratioaj, ^leatlon of raes conflict in
Af^ieSp th® C3?pru9 Queationj, Costplsiisfe by leasHg Css )̂laisit concerning
of aggrsssion agsinet the taraitory and cî Hiasa poFiaOatioa of
QssQotioa relating to Southern Hhodosiap Question relating to tfe©
Eapablico For listing of the decisions fccrieeyaed sea
(aote 22S sgg^a) and Supplements thereto^ ^g0 cit.0 (not®

25/ §<se

Gomral Aassably in 1%9 oa the one occasion^ isi eomezdoss id.th tlae
ediuiesion; of Israels 9*hen a nm^or of representatives exprsssed some doubt
concerning the iralidity of & resolution of th® Council on which a
permanent member
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qra«ations since the end of 1949<>'̂ / 2& iias boss tacitly acquiesced in by tha

Geasral As0esib3y and many of its aesibecps have cited It with spparo^alo The

Assesably adopted^, as far bade as 3,946g & resolution reeoBMsndisig to the Security

Councils:

"the sarly adoption of practices and procedure consistent
the Charter,, to assist- in reducing the difficulties in the
application of Article 27 sad to ensure the prompt end effective
estereiss-by the Security Council of its

praefcie© whsreb^- a voltartai-y abete&tion Isy a psrsacient member is not

treated as tantamount to a wsto is therefore on® of the most deadly established,

practices in the Security Covuaei3.0 Tlio records of the San ?!ranei8eo Confsraace
• «

do not .indicate that the practice is contrEry to the Cbai't©r0 The so-called,

tt^eto^ppwer0 is eonf srred only upon psnaanent msabers of tfcs Security

in ^isw of their special responsibilities for the mi&temnse of

poses araJ seqturity0 It is withia their spscial purview to derfceraiiae tiMor what

terms and coaditions thaw- will ©xeyeise this rigbto DiJs fi^o pss^nanent• • « . •** •

hftve basn TuaaMioousl^ agreedg, since the earliest days of th@ United

that volantasy abetaations on their pa^t are zus>t t^fcajEOisst to a veto& aod the

Security Council ead the General Assembly have aSissoys aseepfesd that

the HapeH^ire and Supplem0at39 |£go ^t0 (notes 22 «nd 25P jg^^} do not
list acgp diemssion of tfce effects of

ffienber after 1949o

J2/ Goneral Assembly resolution 40 (I) of 13 Beeefflber 194&° Whan this ss& other
rsGoasaandationa contained in the resolution 40 (I) wore discussed ia the
Security Council at its 197th meeting OB 27 August 1947 the President
remarked that "almost the only, result of these reeoamesadatioas of the
General Assembly ooa has been that there have been abstentions in eoiae eases8
which b&ve proved helpftslo*' See Repertoire* lo&j ciiv|0 (note 22f
Csee 1$4£> PO 174» Sae5 also,,, note 21(
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A distinguished Soviet authority and foreasr member of the International Law

CpHffiaission,, considers that subsequent practice in the application of Article 2?s>

paragraph 3$ of the Charter off ere -a perfect example of modification of a treaty

provision % such practices He has OTittea as follows

eramplss in which custom modifies a rs&e contained in a
treat? are relatively r&P9s since the treaty generally prô des the
procedure by which it shall be modified or denounced, Nevertheless j,
from the juridical standpoint, such &odifieation& are possible with
the agreement of all the contracting parties « The jaodifications may
be egress (though not in the form provided in the treaty) «, or they
atagr be tacit 0 Tassa examples of modification involve in most easss
developing* completing or interpreting the provisions of the treaty,,

?

"Ths interpr«tat£o|t of para,p>aph 3 of Article 27 of the Charter
has been ibHows4 by the Security Cou&eil is a perfect

illustration of this idBd of casec According to that te2rf>a decisions
of the Security Council oa matters other than pi'ocsdural matters ar@
stadis b^ on affirmative ^ote of seven issiabers including the conem*ring
lyotes of the pera&&@nt msffiberBa The texba however , does not provide
for the ease in which one of ths perasanent mei^ers abstains 0 Wsudes-
an eo£p?9£36 or tacit egreosoent .of ths laea^ers of the Security Council^
the Council in practise limits itself to the following interpretations
the abstention in a vote of one of the pera&nent mmbere is not
considered a negative vote and does not prevent the adoption of &
deci$ion<>

"What are the logical foundations of tfeie role? Each asaber of
the Security Council has the right to define its position in regard
to a resolution trader discussion., It will vote in fawiar if it
supports the resolution; or will abstain if it does not seek its
adoption without s &owawps opposing ito Finei!̂  the m^i>@? \<dll vote
against in order to register its

"Tfeie nal®g ^hicii arose out of the interpretation gl̂ ea to
Artiele 27 of the United Nations Charter b^™ the Security Council^ to
soas exfeoaw develops and eosipletes paragraph 3 of that Article,, That
interpretation tsas tacitly adopted by the Meoibera of the United
nations^, s&& has beoooe an integral part of the practise of th®
Council,"

translation from the French/

Go I0 funking Droit International Public (1$65)



Xdk@td.89j, a distinguished Lstin^ftaerieaa ^txrist osd saembe? of tfe©

laternatiosai Law Commission gives the following explanation of the practice

of

"This practice of voluatary abgtmtien laay be regarded as an
express or implicit agreement smocg the five paraaaeat aerabsrsj,
ao a self -deling ordissaace to the effect tlBt a pozmaKosit sassmbsr
who hes the opportmdty to «Ksreise its veto powey but. chcosos to
refrain from ssercisLng it should not be obliged to have its
abstention counted as a negative vot©0 Thi@ de^e^jsaent iaas
accepted by the psrsmaezjt members theBiaelves as a means to adtigat©
the rigors of ttio veto and th© absurd sitxt&tiom of having to vote
in favor of a ^solution f}hieh they otiose in order not to
it from being adopted*, The practice is stswagly iafluenosd by

of Katioas precsdoatSp ^here-,, in counting the

die A?^chaga9 Jgg<> c|̂ o (sicte ls jt^a) pp



As iiKfcLeated in the in&roduetltm to the preaesat aotes it has been

recently that th® long practice of the Security Council of not regarding

votlantary abstentions && taataffioaat to & ve*o is inapplicable to decisions taader

Chapter 7ZX of the GharfcQrs which comprises Articles 39 to 51 find which deals

with action &ith respect to threat® to the peace* broaches of tfeo psace asad
AO/atffcs of aggreseiono^^ 3Js there support for such an apgysrent in the text of

Article 2?5 in the history of the drafting of th«s Ghartes- or is, the
'•\•?••"

practice o£ the Security Coiigeil? These questions SPG
' '

Fas-ags-aph 2 of Article 27 of the Charter provides that:

"Decisions of the Security Council on f&oce&tiral matters shall
be aiads by an &f£iroatiw vote of seven

Paragraph 3» aa elready sQeaiĝ *̂  legrg dowx in part that decisions "osa all othsr

matters shall bo msda ly an aff irajative vote of seven i&esabers including the

concurring votes of the permanent meaiberso'' Paragraphs 2 and 3 of Artiela 2?

therefore distinguish onl̂ r betwsea voting Kon procedural tos.tterstt ahd "on

other mstt©rs8j, and not between, voting •under Chapters VI Md fll of th$

except that; ss laid claim in the final proviso of paragraph 3P © party to a

disp«te is required to abstain from voting in & decision uzsder Chapter ¥l«

See PO 3



The records of the Sen Francisco Coaferenes make it clear that no other

distinction was int«nded<, At the Conferences Australia introduced aa

which provided in its final Sana that:

"Becisiona assde by the Security .Council in the essereisis of any
of it e duties., functions and powers undes? Chapter VI/7 shall be
deemed to be decisions on procedural matters,*"

.«/
In explanation of this amendments Australia said that:̂

K
 000 a clear distinction should be drawn between pacific

sefctlejaent of disputes o0p and action taken to deal t&th threats
to the pesce or acts of aggression,, Countries whids jaight be
prepaareda reltictantly'fl to accept a right of veto by th© great
Powers upon action under 2!!*kapt«r Viz/? could SQ® no reason at
all for their having a right of veto under ,̂ ĥ fcer y|7c Under
the Yalta foraarij&j parties to a dispute under Chapter 7lĴ  wsr®

• debarred from voting In agresing to this formula the countries
represented at Yalta tgould seem to have intended to go fixpthsrj,
namê j, to adndt that countries which are ngt parties to a dispute
should not be psrmittsi through exercise of thsir veto to prevosfc
steps for pacific sefctlsmsnio Such steps ̂ rere in th® interests
of all-powers great and small Aoa "0

The Sponsoring Bowers9 howê erff were obviouŝ  not in agreement with the

Australian proposal;, which wsuld. have confined th® veto to deeisions ussier

Chapter ¥II0 in the ̂ Statement by the Delegations of the Pom1 Sponsoring

Govsraments oa Votiag Procedure in the Security Council"p*̂  tSiich was issued at

the Conference,, those Governments end France declared jygbeii eĵ s th&t:

WdOf Jgo £i&o (note 33» iSiSi)̂  ̂
ol° ̂s P* 492,, JDn th© tsact of thia

and in the quotations from the San F&aneisc© records
^ the existing isssbering of Charter Chaptera sad Articles ha» beeia

substituted in brackets for tha corr®0ponding nus&@r of th@ Dumbarton Oak®

(noto



B10 The Yalta voting formula reoogaijse© that the Security Council*,
in discharging its responsibilities for the maintenance of international
peace and securitŷ  %ill have tso broad groups of functions 0 Hader
jJShessfcers VI and VIÎ  the Council will have to make deeisiosie whieh
involve Its taking direct measures in. connection ̂ ith settleaeafc of
disputeŝ  adjustsaont of situations likely to lead to disputeŝ ,
determination of threats to the peace, raaoval of threats to the psacê ,
and suppression of breaches of the peace0 It %dll also have to zsslce
decisions which do not involve the taking of sx?.eh measures 0 The Yalta
fossKola provides that the second of these two groups of decisions will
be governed by a procedural vote •=• that is? the vote of asjy eewea
lumbers „ The first group of decisions will be governed by a qualified
vote °» that iss the vote of seven nteffibersp including the
vot.es of the fi?0 peramaeHt meab̂ rs Oa8

n
0

tt20 For QsampleP under the talta foraszla a î ocedt̂ al vote
th® dscisioas mad© under ̂Hieleo 28 to 32 of t>h«t Chascte

This means thet the Council wHla by a ?ot@ of any seven of its
adopt cv alter its rules of procedure; dst©raa±ao tho mstltod. of
selecti.ng its Presdjdent? organi.se itself in such a ̂ ay as to b® abls to
fuaction continuously select tfea times and places of it& regular
meotings; establish such bodies or agencies as it may deem
for the performance of its functions; iiwite a Msmber of tho
not represeBted on the Council to participate in its diseusaioas
that lleaaber9 B interests ore spscî dl̂  ef f ®et<a<J$ and. invite ai3y State
when it is a party to & dispute being eoasidored by the Couueil to
participate in the discussion relating to that

n4o Beyond this ^oi^tp doeisioas smcj actions by the Security Couaoil
trail hsvve major politic&l consecpences' sad isay even initiate 3 ehsda

of sventa ^^idi isight^ in the endp require the Council cinder its
responsibilities to Invoke measures of enforcement under Chapter
This chain of events begins whan the Couneil decides to make sa
or detonainss that the fcinsQ has coraa to call upon States to settle their
differeaeesj, or mke recoajsiandationa to the parties u It is to each
decisions and actions that imanisdty of the pejfEsaaiesit asa^srs applies

The view of the Sponsoring GoTOrrasQS&s sad Kz'aac© prevail©cle the
j y / t nS

aassatoeat w&s r« jscfc^te^^sffld the Yalta formula isas adopfce&0*^ Thare is

therefore no particular b&sis ic the t©st of tho Charfeerg or in th© Ssm

for treating differently a fctjltiiitary afestantiow by a

iS/' M&>* PO sis,
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the Council when the latter is acting under Chapter 77, and when it is acting

under Chapter VHS as the wfco posjer say be saereiseti equally in both instaaeffiSa

The practice of the Security Council since its inception bears out this

vi<stffQ While the Council does not nominally specify tha Chapter of the Charter

under which it is actings and opinions zaaj therefore differ •with respect to the

Charter Chaptor and Articles on which a particular decision 1© based., thes?e aro

a few clear easamples of the Council acting «ad«r Chapter 711̂  where the

resolution was declared to be afioptedj, although one or s?.or© of the p^rassisst

Htembors had abstaiaedo The qseotion 'of the effect of ssseh a&ste&fcioas •&&& not

even raised in these casesE the natter prestimbly being regarded

Thus» by its resolution 54 (19 )̂ of 15 Ja2y 1948jj the Cound.1

(SetepEiiaed "that the situation i& Palestine constitutes a threat to ths

within the meaning of Article 39 of the Charter of ths {Jolted Kations „" The

Council farther ordered "tbs Govsrnmeats asd authorities eoncecraed^

Article 40 of the Charter^ to desist frcsa fufttess- siilitarj action" assS

"that falliars bj say of the Governments or authorities concorned to complgr Oo0

wotxM dssiosistrat© the existence of a breach of the psace witbia ths maaaisig of

Artiela 39 of the Charter requiring issacdiata coaoidei-atioa by the Security

Couacil trith a view to such further action mKlsr Chapter HI of the Chapter s0

be decided upon by the Security CottReilo"®^

Ttjo othsr very recast <sxaap3.es are Security Ccuneil resolutions 221 (1966)

232 (1966) of 9 April ®st& 16 DecsEafeer 1966 respsoti^e^ eoaeeumag

Southern Rhodesiao The first of these j'esoluticas has basa described in tfe©

iatroctaction to this note0 '̂ ^ the secoisfl pesolatio«^the Coaaeila

Resolutions, etCcj, I^CA ei^o (note 279 jgggr^s 194S9 Ppo

PO 2 jpsBgca*

(30 Doeen2>er 1966) 0
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"acting In accordance with Articles 39 aad 41 of the United Matione Charter™e

determined "that the present situation in Southern Rhodesia constitutes & threat
•

to international pesca and security" and •thereafter1 provided for the application

. of selective mandatory sanctions against certain Rhodeaian exports and disports &

Both these resolutions were declared adopts^ %d.thout obje&t&onj, although two

pers&nent msntbere abstained in the' ?ot® on each of thsztte,

Apart from each clear ossaples-, other instsuces say bs £o<ucd where one ox*

more psmaaent meafljsrs considered, that certain decisions of the Council had been

taken under Chapter 711 of the Charter^ end where those members aefcsd os the

assumption that the decisions had been validly made %dth certain penoanent msmbere

abstainiago To take one es&aple, the United States on eeveyal occe îoas escprossesd.

the view th&t Security Council resolutions 2? (194?) and 36 (1947 }of 1 August sad

1 rJovefflber- 1947 respseti-rolyg relating to the JMosesiaa Question^ wore adopted

under Article 40 of the Charfee^^^ %• the first of these resolutions the

Council callsd for a cessation of hostilities in &Kloftesi%, end bj- the second for

consultations between the parties to give effect to a eease-faj?So Abstenfcioas
52/by p9rman@nb meaibers vere recorded in the votes on both these resolutions ^^

It aisy be concluded* thsr@£or@9 that there is no basis in the text of th®

Chsrterj, or in the practice of the Security Council^ to distingui^i between the

effect o£ & yolujitazy abstention by a pesrujaxiont. mesafee? Hheaa the Council is setiaag

uader Chapter 7X1 of the Charfcsr and when it is acting KtoJer oth©r Ghsptge-s

Articlesa '

See Repsrfeoiras 3gc0 .glt,, (not® 229 jttjgg)9 pd 430$ Case 4* as^ p.? 4330
Cases o and ?«

*

U, K« Docs0 S/P701277 (9 April 1966) and S/P?01340 (16 fcacesabsi- 1966) 0



The one question that; remains to be sjEssdned iie whether fche practice of

treating voluntary abstmtloao by permanent smbere aa not taatamomfc to a

has been affected by the entry Into force of the Charter amendments^

jasEibarship in the Security Coiineil from ©levea to fi£fc©©z* and tha saajjority

fpoa -sOTgn votes to nineo Aa als-aady pointed oubc these amencteie?jfcs now in

permit the adoption of a. deeision b^ the Security Cotiacil Kith && the permanent

So far as the practice of the Security Coxmoil is coaceraedp thiis quastioa

has already been answered ift the negative, as th® Council has adopted, a swosbdr of

resolutions since th@ entry into fore© of the Charter e3aesidmaasfcEs with oas or Jaor-©

of the penaanant mercbers abets&idng, amoBg which, ware resolutions 221 (1966) and

232 (1966) of 9 Aps-il end 16 December 1966 raf errsd to abo^eo1^ 2a aoa® of these

instances did eay member of the Council east dotabt on the mlicJlty of th®

resolution inmbre&c la this respect^ ths lassEfeers of the Cotinoil TJOTO a^are of

the position of certain Mesober States wJdch bad reserved their position 021 the
ce/

mlidity of one of the resolutions cbnceraed^^*7 130 it cannot be said that tfee

Council was not cognisant of the issue*

Soao othor ejcanjples ar« resolutions
217 (l96§TanS 218 (1965) of §s 12? 20 and 23 Hoirembar

"SS/ See
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there is nothing in the proceedings of the General Assembly at

its ©Ightesnth session̂  leading up to the acbg&iosi of th© Charter amendaisntsg

which indicate that those asendiassits were intended to overturn or reverse «sistiag
56/practices of th« Coamilo?2"̂  The particular1 item tt$&@? which the amen̂ esits were

adopted ms entitled "Question of oqaitsble reps-ssentation on th@ Seearitj Council
5?/and the Eeonoade and Social Co\mciln'l& »̂ seal the dab&ts csntred sronrid the issue

oJT increasing mmbership in the Council in the light of the fact that rassabership

in the 'OrganiQation had amro than doubled siaeo the Gharfesr @@s& into force in

l%5ô ^ No psr&aaeat member of the Council ever referred top @rad ssueh less

reaervad ita position̂ , regarding the effect of the a&endmeats on the praotiee of

voluntary abstention 0 Her?erthelea@-» those a&eadmants were @ura3̂ r adopted isa full

knowledge of the effect attributed by the Cortncil to voluntary abstentions bj

the permanent

Official Records of the Gonsral
Political CozBaitt@e# Al?th to 429th
1285th Biaetisigj, sad.

Eighteeirbh Sessio% Special
^̂ 0$ Pleaar

itssss ̂  32 eud
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Is the practice affected by the sisuber of psramneafc ambers «ho abstain?

Once it was established in practice that a voluntary abstention by a permanent

member was not fcantSHZGtmt to a v<atb$ there does not appear to be aagr reason

why store than on® such abstention on & particular issue should have &
CO/

different legal effect @&d amotiafc to a veto« In the ease of at least 2f?22/

fji± ff

of the 8? resolutions referred to aboveŝ *^ sore thaa one permanent Hiesabsr

abstained i» the wi® on the whole or on parts thereof aadj, on resolution 202
61 /

(1965) of 6 May 196V*̂  a/dopfce^ before the ©atsy iato force of the Charter

amendments8 four permsaient. ssesibers abstained 0

There consequently does not appear to be any reason tshy a de.eisi.on of the

Security Comieil could not iiow be adopted, tiade? either Chapters ¥2 or VII of

the Charter* t*ith all five psmaosnt meabeifs abBtainiKgs provided that

Mas affirsaati^Q votes from the noR-perzEenent znsxsberso As a

it would sesra extremsl^ unlikely that assy aisjor en£bre@a@n&

Security Goojacil ragoltitions 15 (194 )̂ of 19 BeseiBbor 1946fl
and 30 (1947) of 1 sad 25 Aiagost 1947* 47 (1948) of ZL April 1948» 51 (1948)
of 3 June 194&? 63 (194$)? o4 (1943) @&d 66 (1943) of 24^ 23 sad 29
1948? 67 (1949) of 2S January 1949* 95 (1951) of 1 September 1951S
•109 (1955) of 14 Daceafcw 19559 143 (I960) of 24 J«3j 1960S 161 (1961) of
21 February 1962.4, 16^ (1961) of 24 Novezaber 196,tp ISO (1963) of 31 &&? 1
181 (1963) of 7 Astgast 1963j 103 (1963) of 11 Boeejabsr 1963S 186 (1964) of
4 March 1964* 1SS (1964) of 9 April 1964S 190 (1964) aasi 191 (1964) of
9 and 2S Jtme 1964« 199 (1964) of 30 Deessibar 1?64S 202 (1965) of 6 May
21S (196f) of 23 Hdvesabor 19659 221 (1966) of 9 April 1966j> 226 (1966) of
14 October 1966 and 232 (1966) of 16 December 19660

See po 23 j3^^rj&0-

6j/ Uo Mo Soso S/feES/202 (1965) (6 SSagr 1965). This resolution dealt
the question of Scnsthern Rhodesia0



sr Chapter VII of ths Chart®? would be tskm idth all tha peraaaaeat

abstaining. The implementation of such measures would j, in all probability.,

require the active co-operation of t all or soise of the pemanatxt laeabsrs sxtd it

is difficult to believe that those Eeabero wauld be prepared to cousiit

through abstention̂  -bo taking measures trlth which tĥ r did not foÛ  sgz-e©5

negative votes on their part eould, £?e® then of such a eosmdtmercbp I

cases do arise in the futwrê  the perajaaent mesibes's iaast be dosssed to be

of the eonseque&ees in the light of the previous iHtBi'prsta-tdon ̂hich they

origiaatsd and which they have applied eonsist@2i.t3y eiaoe the eestabliehmsEst of

the United Nations with respect to -voluntary absteations oia their psrt tsoder
-j.

Article 27 9 paragraph 3d of %hd Charter 0 That ppaetiee has been acqtdesced in

fay oth@r monbers of the OrganiSatio«as and eaai now bo considered & firm part of

the constitutional law of the United Nations 0



TO:
A:

U N I T E D N A T I O N S

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

UThant,
Secret ary-General

N A T I O N S U N I E S

MEMORANDUM INTERIEUR

6 June 1967

REFERENCE:

THROUGH:
S/C DE:

FROM- ^* -k* Stavropoulos,
D& ' Under-Secretary,

Legal Counsel

SUBJECT:

° JET: Resolutions involving expenditures

1. Unlike the rules of procedure of the General
Assembly and certain other United Nations organs, the
provisional rules of procedure of the Security Council
do not specifically require the Secretary-General to
submit an estimate of expenditures before any
resolution involving expenditure is voted upon. How-
ever, the submission of such estimates to the Security
Council by the Secretary-General would appear, in my
view, to be required in principle by the terms of
financial regulation 13.1. This regulation provides
as follows?

"Ho council, commission or other
competent body shall take a decision involving
expenditure unless it has before it a report
from the Secretary-General on the administrative
and financial implications of the proposal."

2. Save in a very few instances, however, financial
regulation 13-1 has not been applied with respect to
Security Council resolutions involving expenditures.
While it would probably be desirable to establish its
general application to draft resolutions before the
Council at some time in the future, this may not be the
appropriate moment to attempt to establish the practice.



N A T I O N S U N I E S

MEMORANDUM INTERIEUR

REFERENCE:

U N I T E D N A T I O N S

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: U Thant
A: Secretary-General

THROUGH:
S/C DE:

FROM: C.A. Stavropoulos, Under-Secretary
DE: Legal Counsel

SUBJECT: Request ^7 the USSR for an emergency special session of thei
OBJET: General Assembly*

June

1. By a note of 33 June 19&7, the Minister of Foreign

Affairs of the USSR has raised:

"... the question of immediate summoning ... an Emergency

Special Session of the United Nations General Assembly ..."

and has introduced "a proposal that an Emergency Special Session

be summoned within 24 hours."

2. The Rules of Procedure of the General Assembly applicable

to the summoning of Emergency Spacial Sessions of the General

Assembly are Rules 8 (b) and 9 (b). These rules refer to General

Assembly resolution 377 A (7) "Uniting for Peace", which established

procedures for emergency special sessions. Rule 8 (b) of the Assembly

reads as follows:

"(b) Emergency special sessions pursuant to General Assembly
resolution 377 A (V) shall be convened -within twenty-four hours
of the receipt by the Secretary-General of a request for such
a session from the Security Council, on the vote of any nine
members thereof, or of a request from a majority of the Members
of the United Hations expressed by vote in the Interim Committee
or otherwise, or of the concurrence of a najority of Members
as provided in rule 9."

Rule 9 (b) lays down that:
"(b) This rule shall apply also to a request by any Member for
an emergency special session pursuant to resolution 377 A (V).
In such a case the Secretary-General shall communicate with
the other Members by the most expeditious means of communication
available."
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This latter rule refers back to paragraph (a) of rule 9, which

provides a procedure by which any Member of the United Nations

may request the summoning of a special session, which shall be

summoned as soon as a majority of members of the United Nations

have concurred in the request. The rule further provides that

such concurrence must be given within thirty days of the request

for a session.

3. Prima facie the USSR request appears to fall under

Rule 9 (b), as it emanates only from a single Member State.

Rule 8 (b) -would only become applicable if the Security Council

by a vote of any nine members should request the summoning of

the session, or if a majority of the members of the United

Nations subscribe to or concur in the request. The problem

for examination, under either rule, arises from the reference

to General Assembly resolution 377 A (V) in those rules. By

paragraphs 1 and 2 of that resolution, the General Assembly:

"1. Resolves that if the Security Council, because of
lack of unanimity of the permanent members, fails to
exercise its primary responsibility for the maintenance
of international peace and security in any case where
there appears to be a threat to the peace, breach of the
peace, or act of aggression, the General Assembly shall
consider the matter immediately with a view to making
appropriate recommendations to Members for collective
measures, including in the case of a breach of the peace
or act of aggression the use of armed force when necessary,
to maintain or restore international peace and security.
If not in session at the time, the General Assembly may
meet in emergency special session within twenty-four hours
of the request therefor. Such emergency special session
shall be called if requested by the Security Council on
the vote of any seven members, or by a majority of the
Members of the United Nations;

2. Adopts for this purpose the amendments to its rules
of procedure set forth in the annex to the present resolution;"

4. Paragraph 1 of the resolution just quoted refers to failure

of action by the Security Council .because of "the lack of unanimity

of the permanent members" as a condition precedent to the summoning
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of an emergency special session. If a resolution on the present

Middle East situation is introduced in the Council, and fails to

be adopted by reason of the exercise of a veto, the condition

precedent is clearly met. This interpretation is confirmed by the

practice of the United Nations in convening four Emergency Sessions

between 1956 and 19&0. The situation is not so clear if the

resolution fails to be adopted because it does not obtain the

required majority. This latter situation may take a number of

forms among which are the following:

(a) certain of the permanent members may vote in favour of

the resolution, while others vote against, and the resolution

does not receive nine votes;

(b) certain of the permanent members may vote in favour of

the resolution while others abstain, but the resolution does not

obtain nine votes;

(c) all therpermanent members abstain on the resolution,

which does not obtain nine votes.

5. In case (c) just postulated there is clearly no lack of

unanimity of the permanent members as they all vote the same way.

In case (b) there is a question whether a lack of unanimity exists.

'While the answer to this question is doubtful, an abstention whose

effect is to prevent the resolution from receiving the required

majority may in fact reflect a lack of unanimity among the permanent

members (i.e. the so-called "hidden veto")* While in case (a) there

is lack of unanimity, the question remains, as also in case (b),

whether such lack of unanimity is the reason of the failure of the

Security Council to take action within the meaning of resolution 377 A (V),

or whether such failure derives from the fact that the resolution did

not obtain the necessary number of votes for adoption. In other words,

is a veto required before the provisions of resolution 377 A (V)

come into play ?
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6. The expression "lack of unanimity4' has become associated

normally -with the veto, and the preamble to resolution 377 A (V)

refers to "the duty of the permanent members to seek unanimity and

to exercise restraint in the use of the veto." However, the

discussions in the General Assembly leading to the adoption of

resolution 377 A (V) give rise to some doubt as to the meaning

of the phrase "because of lack of unanimity of the permanent

members"..

(A») In the First Committee, for example, the representative

of Ecuador stated that if one of the members of the Security Council

wished to block all action by the General Assembly it -would be able

to achieve its purpose by using delaying tactics in the Council

which would be particularly easy if that member were to hold the

presidency of the Council at a time of crisis. In order to avoid

such an eventuality, he said, it ought to be possible to amend the

draft resolution so as to enable the General Assembly to be convoked

at the request of any seven members of the Security Council, should

they believe that the Council was not functioning effectively, even

if the Council had not decided to shelve a matter, i.e., even if

the lack of unanimity among the permanent members of the Council

had not yet actually become manifest by the use of the right of

veto. (A/C.1/SR.358, paragraph 8). The representative of India

raised the following questions (A/C.1/SR.359, paragraph 12):

"The phrase Tbecause of lack of unanimity of the permanent
members* was not precise. For example, would a draft resolution
on -which there had not been unanimity among the five permanent
members of the Council come within the meaning of that phrase if,
besides dividing the permanent members, it failed to obtain the
bare majority of seven votes - in other words, if four or more
of the six non-permanent members voted against that proposal ?
Also, was it intended that section A should become operative
upon the objection of a single draft resolution in the Security
Council, regarding a conflict as, for instance, in regard to the
use of armed forces, or would the Council have the necessary
time in which to adopt an alternative resolution providing
for a solution by mediation or by the application of economic
sanctions?"

The representative of the United States stated that the formulation

would also cover the possibility of a filibuster in the Security
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Council, because, If there were an attempt to frustrate even

the procedural processes of the Council by a filibuster, there

would undoubtedly be created a situation where there would be

littis difficulty in getting a -vote of the majority of the

United Nations. (A/C.1/SR.362, paragraph 16).

(B.) Mien the draft resolution adopted by the First

Committee was under discussion in the Assembly, the representative

of Uruguay, one of the sponsors of the draft resolution which

became resolution 377 A (V), stated that "The new system will

come into play whenever the Security Council is unable to act

because of the veto, or the misuse of presidential powers, or

any other hindrance due to disagreement among the great powers."

(A/PV.299, paragraph 22). The representative of the United States

said that under the draft resolution the Emergency Special Session

would be called if the Security Council was prevented "as by veto"

from acting. (A/FV.299, paragraph 37).

7. In the light of the foregoing doubts concerning the

interpretation of the phrase "lack of unanimity", it would be

difficult for the Secretary-General not to comply with the USSR

request, if it is concurred in by a majority of the members of

the United Nations. Should the validity of such a session be

challenged on the ground that the Security Council failed to

act because the resolution before it did not obtain the required

majority, and not because of a veto showing "lack of unanimity

of permanent members" of the Security Council, and that

• consequently the condition laid down in the Uniting for Peace

resolution has not been fulfilled, a question of the interpretation

of resolution 377 A (V) would then arise which the General Assembly

alone is competent to settle for itself.
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THROUGH:
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DE:

SUBJECT:
OBJET:
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

U Thant
Secret ary-General

N A T I O N S U N I E S

MEMORANDUM INTERIEUR

DATE: 13 June 1967

REFERENCE:

C.A. Stavropoulos
Under-Secretary, Legal Counsel

Basis for the functioning of UMDSO

1. The present "basis for the functioning of UHTSO derives primarily

from Security Council resolution 73 (1949) of 11 August 19495 lay which the

Council inter alia requested:

"...the Secretary-General to arrange for the continued service
of such of the personnel of the present Truce Supervision Organi-
zation as may be required in observing and maintaining the cease-
fire, and as may be necessary in assisting the parties to the
Armistice Agreements in the supervision of the application and
observance of the terms of those Agreements..."

By the same resolution the Council also noted that the "Chief of Staff

of the United nations Truce Supervision Organization in Palestine or a

senior officer designated by him" would serve in each case as chairman of

the mixed armistice commissions established by the Armistice Agreements.

2. The provisions just quoted indicate the dual nature of UOTSO's

functions in (a) observing and maintaining the cease-fire and (b) in

assisting the parties in the application and observance of the cease-fire.

While the latter functions derive essentially from the Armistice Agreements,

the former responsibilities are independent of those Agreements and are

based upon separate Security Council decisions. UMTSO's responsibilities

with respect to the observance and maintenance of a cease-fire pre-date its

duties under the Armistice Agreements and were, in fact, the basis for its

initial establishment.

3. UHTSQ grew out of military observers made available to the Truce

Commission for Palestine and to the United Nations Mediator. The Truce

Commission was established by Security Council resolution 48 (1948) of 23

April 1948. It consisted of certain members of the Council having career
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consular officers in Jerusalem, namely Belgium, France and the United States.

The Commission was first charged by resolution 48 (1948) with the supervision

of the Council's truce resolution 46 (1948) of 17 April 1948. Subsequently,

the Commission was given responsibilities to supervise the Council's cease-

fire resolutions of 22 and 29 May and 15 July 1948 (resolutions 49 (1948),

50 (1948) and 54 (1948)). The Commission was to work, in these respects, in

conjunction with the United Nations Mediator in Palestine who had been

appointed pursuant to General Assembly resolution 186 (S-2) of 14 May 1948.

Thus, for example, by its resolution 50 (1948) of 29 May 1948 the Security

Council inter alia instructed the Mediator "in concert with the Truce

Commission" to supervise the four week cease-fire called for in the same

resolution and decided that "they shall be provided with a sufficient number

of military observers". It was pursuant to this latter decision that UNTSQ

was established. By its resolution 54 (1948) of 15 July 1948, the Council

decided to make the truce and cease-fire permanent "until a peaceful

adjustment of the future situation of Palestine is reached", to instruct

the Mediator to supervise the observance of the Truce, and to request "the

Secretary—General to provide the Mediator with the necessary staff and

facilities to assist in carrying out the functions assigned to him".

4* The rights of the military observers made available to the Mediator

and the Truce Commission pursuant to the above resolutions were more clearly

defined by the Council in paragraph 5 of its resolution 59 (1948) of 19

October 1948, whereby the Council determined:

"...pursuant to its resolutions 54 (1948) and 56 (1948), that
the Governments and authorities have the duty:

(a) To allow duly accredited United Nations observers and
other truce supervision personnel bearing proper credentials, on
official notification, ready access to all places where their
duties require them to go including airfields, ports, truce lines
and strategic points and areas;

(b) To facilitate the freedom of movement of truce supervision
personnel and transport by simplifying procedures on United Nations
aircraft now in effect, and by assurance of safe-conduct for all
United Nations aircraft and other means of transport;
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(c) To co-operate fully with the truce supervision personnel
in their conduct of investigations into incidents involving alleged
breaches of the truce, including the making available of witnesses,
testimony and other evidence on request;

(d) To implement fully by appropriate and prompt instructions
to the commanders in the field all agreements entered into through
the good offices of the Mediator or his representatives;

(e) To take all reasonable measures to ensure the safety and
safe-conduct of the truce supervision personnel and the represent-
atives of the Mediator, their aircraft and vehicles, while in territory
under their control;

(f) To make every effort to apprehend and promptly punish
any and all persons within their jurisdictions guilty of any assault
upon or other aggressive act against the truce supervision personnel
or the representatives of the Mediator."

5. The Security Council never clearly defined the respective respons-

ibilities of the Mediator and the Truce Commission, the former in fact

assuming most of the responsibilities for observing the cease-fire. While

the Truce Commission does not appear to have been formally terminated by

the Council, provisions for the transfer of its functions were made by

the General Assembly in its resolution 194 (Hi) of 11 December 1948,

whereby the Assembly established the Palestine Conciliation Commission

inter alia "to undertake, upon the request of the Security Council any of

the functions now assigned.,..to the United Nations Truce Commission by

resolutions of the Security Council." The Security Council, however, never

conferred any functions upon the Conciliation Commission with respect to

the cease—fire. After the conclusion of the Armistice Agreements the

Council, by its resolution 73 (1949) of 11 August 1949, decided "that all

functions assigned to the United Nations Mediator in Palestine having

been discharged, the Acting Mediator is relieved of any further respons-

ibility under Security Council resolutions0" However, by the same resolution

the Council provided, as explained in paragraph 1 above, for the continuation

of UTOSO, in order to observe and maintain the cease-fire and to assist in

the supervision of the Armistice Agreements.
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6. Irrespective of what the position of the parties may "be

concerning the present status of the Armistice Agreements, recent develop-

ments in the Middle East have not destroyed the rights and duties of UNTSO

to supervise and observe a cease-fire. At the 1353rd meeting of the

Security Council on 9 June 19̂ 7j the President of the Council stated that

"the representative of Israel said that his country would give every oppor-

tunity to the United Nations to facilitate investigation", and this was

expressly confirmed "by the representative of Israel* The President also

recorded a consensus of the Council to the following effect:

".»«we all agree that we should request the parties concerned
to extend all possible co-operation to United Nations Observers
in the discharge of their responsibilities, that we should ask the
parties to re-establish freedom of movement.11

This consensus is further reaffirmed in Security Council resolution 236

(1967) of 12 June 1967, by which the Council inter alia:

"5. Calls for full co-operation with the Chief of Staff
of the United Nations Truce Supervision Organization in
Palestine and the observers in implementing the cease-fire,
including freedom of movement and adequate communications
facilities."

It must therefore be concluded that UMTSO's rights and responsibilities

with respect to observance and supervision of a cease-fire remain

intact and have in fact been expressly confirmed by the Security Council

in its most recent proceedings*
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MEMORANDUM 1NTERIEUR

DATE:
15 June 1967

REFERENCE:

SUBJECT:
OBJET: Status of Government House

1. The present "Government House" was built by the British as the
official resileiice of the High Commissioner during the "Iritioh mandate
in Palestine. It would appear that the High Commissioner indicated.
to United Nations representatives in Jerusalem that, upon the termination
of the British Mandate on 14 Xay 194&3 the United Nations should take
over C-ovornr.ent House. .However, since the United nations was not at
that tine in a position to assume the protection of Government House,
discussions were initiated between the Chief of the International
Committee of the Red Cross Delegation for Palestine an:" the High
Commissionero It was suggested by the former that Government House be
taken over as part of a proposed safety zone for non-combatants. The
High Commissioner agreed to this suggestion, provided that the United
Nations also gave its consent. The Representative of the Secretary-
General in -Jerusalem agreed to the suggestion, on 17 April 1948, subject
to the condition that Government House was to be turned over to the
United Nations whenever the latter desired.

2. Upon the proposal of the Red Cross, which was welcomed by the Government
of Palestine on 23 April 194S the international Committee was invited by
the Government of Palestine to "take over in trust for any successor
administration Government House and the Arab Higher College, Jerusalem,
with their contents and grounds." (The text of the letter is reproduced
in Annex 1.)

3. The area surrounding these buildings, generally referred to as the
"Red Cross Zone",.had been constituted by two agreements concluded between
the International Committee of the Red Cross and the parties, dated 9 and
17 Hay respectively, for the purpose of sheltering non-combatant refugees.
Nonetheless, the area was subject to incursion by the opposing forces on
repeated occasions. The Central Truce Supervision Board therefore established
on 27 August 194&* in paragraph 3 of its decision in Case Ko. 7j> a Neutral
Zone around the Red Cross Area to be supervised by the UM and provided for
the withdrawal of all military forces and equipment from the Neutral Zone.
The Mediator reported on 4 September 1948 that, following initial delays,
mutual withdrawals from the Keutral Zone began on that date.



L, On 2C ofrptember 1948, the International \-'^\ Cro:;s Veiled to "put
all this area (the Rod Cross Zone) an.I especially Government Mouse under
protection" of the United Nations, effective 7 October 1948 at 11 A.L.
(The text of the letter is reproduced in Annex 2.) It war: notified to
both parties by the Ked Cross authorities. T.o objection:; were raised
to this transfer.

5. On 3 October 1946, the Acting L'ediator communicated to the Governments
of ^gypt c-nd Trans Jordan and to the Provisional Government of Israel, as
well as to the Security Council, the following message:

",'xs a result of recent incidents, the situation regarding
the observance of the decisions affecting tiiat part of
Jerusalem comprising the area known as the Ued Cross Zone
(including Government House, ,the Jewish Agricultural School,
and the Government Arab College), and the Neutral Zone around
it, gives cause for anxiety. The decisions of the Central
Truce Supervision Board in Cases No. 6 and 7 relating to the
two Eones were approved by the late Mediator, Count Police
Bernadotte, and were communicated, to the three governments
directly concerned, namely, the Governments of ̂ gypt and
TransJordan, and. the Provisional Government of Israel, all
three of whom accepted the decisions. As a result of this
acceptance, there was on 4 September a voluntary and simultaneous
withdrawal of the armed forces of the parties to the new lines
laid down and the destruction of fortifications was begun
within the areas. Lately, however, patrol parties of both
sides have frequently entered the area, in violation of the
terms of the decisions. In view of these incidents, the three
governments concerned have been approached and have all given
assurances that their local commanders will be instructed
to stop these practices provided that such instructions will
be simultaneously effective for all parties.

"I accordingly requested the three governments to issue the
necessary instructions to the local commanders, to take effect
as of Wednesday, 6 October 1943, at 1200 hours noon GMT, and to
confirm to me at Rhodes by Tuesday, 5 October, that such instructions
have been issued.

"I have been informed by the Representatives of the Inter-
national Red Cross Committee that it is his intention, at an
early date, to withdraw Red Cross personnel from the area. This
withdrawal does not affect the present position as regards the
demilitarization and neutralization of the two zones, as
determined by the decisions in Cases No. 6 and 7- Any form of
military action in the area would constitute a violation of the
truce.
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"In view of all the circumstances and. especially the vital
importance of this area in the maintenance of the truce in
Jerusalem, the Chief of Staff has been instructed to increase
the number of United Nations Observers in the area, and to fly
the United Nations flag on all buildings within the area
(Signed) Bundle." (3/1024)

6. It should be stressed that neither of the parties indicated in any way
that they took exception to this formal notification, nor was any difficulty
raised in connection with the implementation of the decision which it
conveyed. The reply of the Director-General of the Foreign Ministry of
Israel, which indicated agreement with these arrangements, was dated
3 October 1948»(The text of the letter is reproduced in Annex 3.)

7. No subsequent international arrangement purported to place in doubt
the continuing occupancy by UKT30 of Government House: the Cease-Fire
Agreement of 30 November 1943, for the Jerusalem, area, left intact the
Government House area and the Neutral Zone. Article V, paragraph 1 (b)
of the Jordan-Israel General Armistice Agreement of 3 April 1949 provides
that on the Jerusalem sector, the Armistice demarcation lines shall
correspond to the lines defined in the 30 November 1948 Cease-Fire
Agreement. The status of the Government House area and of the Neutral
Zone was not changed thereby.

8. Israel has indicated its agreement that the status of Government House
was not affected by the conclusion of the General Armistice Agreement.
In a letter dated 15 July 1949, General (then Colonel) Koshe Dayan advised
Brigadier General Riley, Chief of Staff, UNTSO, as follows:

"Our stand on the Government House area was not based
on the assumption that the Rhodes Agreement as c. rule., and
automatically, cancels all previous agreements inclxi-lir.g
that affecting the Government House area."

»

9. That the Israel authorities did not challenge the occupancy by I'i-.TGO
of Government House is reflected in a statement made by Colonel Dayan at
the 6th meeting of the Jordan-Israel 1-lixed Armistice Commission on 15 1 cy
1949:

"There is no intention of changing the arrangements
whereby the United Nations had the use of Governnv Tit :Iou.;e
and of the Arr.b College."

10. The continuing occupation and control by Israel forces of Government
House is not only inconsistent with previous assurances and long-t':m
practice, but also in contravention of Section 3 of the Convert I.;n on tut;
Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations, to which Israel is a
party. Section 3 reads as follows:



"SECTION 3. The promisee of th<=. United ilations shall
bo inviolable. The property and assets or the United Nations,
wherever located and by whomsoever held, shall be ixmune frora
search, requisition, confiscation, cirnropri-Ttion and any other
form of interference, whether by executive, Administrative,
judicial or legislative action."

It is also important to note Section 4 of the General Convention:

"SECTION 4. The archives of the United Nations, and in
general all documents belonging to it or held by it, shall
be inviolable wherever located."
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Chief Secretary1 ri O f f i c e
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23rl Arril 1%

I air- directed to refer to.discuasions which have taken p]ice
with you regarding the possibility of establishing certain ar^
oi'
th

HS ','lieux .de Geneve" under the Red Cross flag after

2, This Government welcomes 'these proposals and, oub.ject to any
views that the United Nations may wi sh to racpre^s, wishes vo invite tho
Intermtional Red Cross to take over in truat for any r-u^ressor administration
Government Houne' and the Arab H'ieher- College, "erusale:;:, with their
contents and prouncia. Similarly, the Goverreaent would also offer to
the International Red Cross any rieht of occupation of the King
David Hotel which it may possess by virtue of its current lease of
these premine-i expiring next July« •• • .

3o Your help and cooperation in this matter is greatly appreciated
arid I should he fTratoful for confirmation that the above proposals would
b e acceptable t o you, . • • • • . .

I are,
o IF ,.

Your obedient servant,

: H.'L-.G. Guerney
•"CHIRP SECRETARY

Certifie copie conforme
J0 fie Reynier

> f fll'r
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SnVTE OF I3RASL

MINISTRY FCH FOREIGN AJPFATRS

3 October

Dr, Paul MOHB
Political Advisor to the

Chief of Staff
Central Truce Supervision Board
Zion Hotel
H A I F A

Dear Dr. Mohn :
* -,

I refer to your letter of October 3rd, forwarding a note received
from Dr. Ralph Bunch©*

I note that you have been infora<sd by the representative of thtf
International Red Cross GoZEnittee that it is his intention at en aerly
date to v/ithdraw Red Cross personnel from the ar«a known as thfe Red Cross
Son© (including Government Housss the Jewish Agricultural School and the
Goverteent Arab College), I observe further that you draw attention to th9
fact that this withdrawal does not effect the present position as reg^rda
the demilitarisation and neutral.isation of this area and of the neutral
sone around it, and that any form of militaJy &ctlnn on this terrain would
constitute a violation of th® truce,

In reply to your request that instructions be issued to local
concerning the observation of the trues in this area to take affect as of
Wednesday, 6 October 19M3, at 1200 hours noon GMTS I as directed to inform
you that Israeli compandors will once again be apprised of their duty to
observe the true® in this areap provided the forces of Igypt and Trans Jordan

comply with the rales laid down to this end.

I should be much obliged if you Would inform Dr0 Buncha accordingly,

Yours faithfully,

Eytan
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N A T I O N S U N I E S

MEMORANDUM INTERIEUR

DATE: 19 June 1967

REFERENCE:

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

C. A. Stavropoulos , Under-Sec re tary
T i n -iLegal Counsel

Considerations relating to Middle East situation -
question of the Gulf of Aqaba in relation to with-
drawal of Israel forces

1. Any steps looking toward a settlement of the Middle East situation
either in the General Assembly or elsewhere, will necessarily have to have
in mind a great number of difficult and complex issues. It is undoubtedly
too early to reach any definite conclusions or to make specific proposals
on how to deal with the matter. The present paper is intended merely to
set forth a few ideas in order to assist in initial thinking on the problem.

2. Basically, at this stage, the following questions would seem to
be involved.

(1) The question of withdrawal of forces.

(2) The question of free passage for Israel ships and
cargoes through the Gulf of Aqaba, and the Suez Canal.

(3) The question of a peace settlement.

3. The question of a peace settlement is in turn conditioned by many
factors which have defied solution over the years and may not easily find
a solution today. These factors include the problem of return and compensa-
tion of refugees in accordance with General Assembly resolutions, agreed
borders of Israel, the status of Jerusalem and the holy places, and funda-
mentally the question whether the Arab world would be psychologically ready
to negotiate and to agree to any settlement with Israel.

4. On ths other hand, the questions of withdrawal of troops and passage
through ths Gulf of Aqaba, however difficult, are questions which would appear
capable of a. more immediate solution. They, in fact, seem to have an inter-
connexion. Undoubtedly Israel will get some support for non-withdrawal of
its forces from the maritime powers so long as the question of Aqaba is not
solved. If this question is solved it is not certain that this support
•would continue merely in an effort to force a peace settlement.
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5. With regard to Aqaba, there is also no doubt in my mind that
any solution will be difficult since any satisfactory arrangement would
in the present circumstances be an acceptance of the fruits of force by
the Arabs. Nevertheless, it is probable that only a solution of this
problem -would affect the position of the maritime powers on the question
of withdrawal.

6. The United Arab Republic may, therefore, be faced with the alterna-
tives of having an agreement concerning Aqaba and Suez forced upon it or of
itself taking unilateral action in the shape of a declaration. Without
minimizing the difficulties I suggest that the second alternative is the
least harmful.

7. I am attaching for your own consideratiog at this early stage a draft
by which the United Arab Republic would declare/that the Straits of Tiran and
the territorial waters of the United Arab Republic in the Gulf of Aqaba should
be free and open to the vessels of commerce of all nations in transit between
the Red Sea and the ports situated on the coast of the gulf. Such a declara-
tion could be noted by Jordan and Israel, as well as by interested maritime
powers. Declarations of the nature of the attached draft, while of a uni-
lateral character, have been considered as giving rise to binding obligations
in international law. It will be recalled that a unilateral declaration by
Egypt regarding the Suez Canal in 1957 "was treated as a binding obligation,
and registered under Article 102 of the Charter as an international agreement.

8. It would also be advantageous if Saudi Arabia would agree to join
in such a declaration. However, this would not seem to be essential since
there is no record of Saudi Arabia having interfered with passage in the
Gulf and it might be difficult to obtain its agreement to participate in
the deels,ration.

9» Another possible approach would be for the United Arab Republic at
an early stage to propose that the question of Aqaba be submitted to the
International Court of Justice either by agreement between Israel and the
United Arab Republic for submission of a case for judgement or by a request
from the General Assembly for an advisory opinion. An approach to the Court
could also be coupled with a declaration by making such declaration an
interim one pending the resolution of the legal issues by the Court.

10. Should the question of the passage of Israel ships and cargoes
through the Suez Canal also become a major issue in this connexion, a
similar solution to that for the Gulf of Aqaba might be considered by the
United Arab Republic.

11* Even with a solution of the question of free passage through the
Gulf of Aqaba (and perhaps also of the Suez Canal), Israel may still not
agree to either a full or a partial withdrawal of its forces, but if this
question (or questions) are solved, the interests of the maritime powers
in supporting its refusal to withdraw may be lessened.
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12. In concluding} it would seem that the approach by way of a
declaration is the only one which can afford a quick solution. Any
effort to solve the problem either through a conference or by reference
to the International Court of Justice could not but take a considerable
length of line, during which it would not be possible to foresee an
Israel withdrawal.



FIRST DRAFT

19 June 1967

DECLARATION BY THE UNITED ARAB REPUBLIC REGARDING THE STRAITS
OF TISAN MD THS GULF OF AQABA »

Having in mind the interests of the commerce of all nations and

in exercise of its sovereign rights, the Government of the United Arab

Republic irrevocably declares that the Straits of Tiran and the terri-

torial waters of the United Arab Republic in the Gulf of Aqaba shall be

free and open to the vessels of commerce of all nations in transit

between the Red Sea and the ports situated on the coast of the Gulf.

declaration could be noted by Jordan and Israel, as well
as by other interested maritime powers.
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N A T I O N S U N I E S

MEMORANDUM INTERIEUR

DATE: 21 June 1967

REFERENCE:

G. A. Stavropoulos , Under-Secretary
Legal Counsel

Question of consent for the stationing of
UNSF on United Arab Eeigublic "(Egyptian)
territory

1. The question has been raised whether the United Arab Republic
had the right to request an immediate withdrawal of the United Nations
Emergency Force fiom its territory or whether there were limitations on
its rights in this respect. The present memorandum traces the history
of the consent question as it emerges from a study of the official records
of the First Emergency Special Session and of the Eleventh Session of the
General Assembly together with other evidence.

(l) Princip3e of consent

2. It is clear that the General Assembly and the Secretary-
General from the very beginning recognized, and in fact emphasized,
the need for Egyptian consent in order that UHSF be stationed or
operate on Egyptian territory. Thus, the initial resolution 998 (ES-I)
of 4 November 1956 requested the Secretary-General to submit a plan for
the setting up of an emergency force, "with the consent of the nations
concerned". The "nations concerned" obviously included Egypt (now the
United Arab Republic), the three countries (France, Israel and the
United Kingdom) whose armies were on Egyptian soil and the States con-
tributing contingents to the Force.

3. The Secretary-General, in paragraph 9 of his report to the General
Assembly of 6 November 1956 (A/3302), stated, inter alia:

"Functioning, as it would, on the basis of a decision
reached under the terms of the resolution 337 (V) 'Uniting for
Peace', the Force, if established, would be limited in its opera-
tions to the extent that consent of the parties concerned is
required under generally recognized international law. "While the
General Assembly is enabled to establish the Force with the
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consent of those parties which contribute units to the Force,
it could not request the Force to be stationed or operate on
the territory of a given country without the consent of the
Government of that country."

4. He noted that the foregoing did not exclude the possibility that
the Security Council could use such a Force within the wider margins pro-
vided under Chapter VH of the United Nations Charter. He pointed out,
however, that it would not be necessary to elaborate this point further,
since no use of the Force under Chapter VII, with the rights in relation
to Member States that this would entail, had been envisaged.

5. The General Assembly in its resolution 1001 (ES-I) of 7 November
1956 expressed its approval of the guiding principles for the organization
and functioning of the emergency international United Nations force as
expounded in paragraphs 6 to 9 of the Secretary-General's Beport. This
included the principle of consent embodied in paragraph 9.

6. The need for the consent of Egypt was also stated as a condition
or "understanding" by some of the States offering to contribute contingents
to the emergency force.

7. It was thus a basic legal principle arising from the nature of the
force, and clearly understood by all concerned, that the consent of Egypt
was a prerequisite to the stationing of UNEF on Egyptian territory.

(2) The "good faith" aide-memoire of 20 November 1956

8. There remains to be examined whether any commitments were made
by Egypt which would limit its pre-existing right to withdraw its consent
at any time that it chose to do so. The only basis for asserting such
limitation could be the so-called "good faith" aide memoire which was set
out as an annex to a report of the Secretary-General submitted to the
General Assembly on 20 November 1956 (A/3375). T*16 text o£ this aide-
memoire is as follows:

"Aide-memoire on the basis for the presence and functioning of
the United Nations Emergency Force in Egypt

"Noting that by telegram of 5 November 1956 addressed to the
Secretary-General the Government of Egypt, in exercise of its
sovereign rights, accepted General Assembly resolution 1000 (ES-I)
of the same date establishing fa United Nations Command for an
emergency international Force to secure and supervise the cessation
of hostilities in accordance with all the terms of resolution 997 (ES-I)
of the General Assembly of 2 November 1956';

"Noting that the General Assembly in its resolution 1001 (ES-I)
of 7 November 1956 approved the principle that it could not request
the Force 'to be stationed or operate on the territory of a given
country without the consent of the Government of that country1
(A/3302, para. 9);
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"Having agreed on the arrival in Egypt of the United Nations
Emergency Force (UNEF)j

"Noting that advance groups of UNEF have already been received
in Egypt,

"The Government of Egypt and the Secretary-General of the United
Nations have stated their understanding on the basic points for the
presence and functioning of UNEF as follows:

"1. The Government of Egypt declares that, when exercising its
sovereign rights on any matter concerning the presence and functioning
of UHEF, it will be guided, in good faith, by its acceptance of General
Assembly resolution 1000 (ES-I) of 5 November 1956.

U2. The United Nations takes note of this declaration of the
Government of Egypt and declares that the activities of UNEF will be
guided, in good faith, by the task established for the Force in the
aforementioned resolutions; in particular, the United Nations, under-
standing this to correspond to the wishes of the Government of Egypt,
reaffirms its willingness to maintain UNEF until its task is completed.

M3. The Government of Egypt and the Secretary-General declare that
it is their intention to proceed forthwith, in the light of points 1 and 2
above, to explore jointly concrete aspects of the functioning of UNEF,
including its stationing and the question of its lines of communication
and supply; the Government of Egypt, confirming its intention to facilitate
the functioning of UNEF, and the United Nations are agreed to expedite in
co-operation the implementation of guiding principles arrived at as a
result of that joint exploration on the basis of the resolutions of the
General Assembly.11

9» The Secretary-General stated in his reports

"7» The text of this Mde-m&aoire. if noted with approval by
the General Assembly, with the concurrence of Egypt, would establish
an understanding between the United Nations and Egypt, on which the
co-operation could be developed and necessary agreements on various
details be elaborated. The text, as it stands, is presented on the
responsibility of the Secretary-General* It has the approval of the
Government of Egypt,"

10, The General Assembly, in resolution 1121 (XI) of 24 November 1956,
noted with approval "the contents of the aide-memoire on the basis for the
presence and functioning of the United Nations Emergency Force in Egypt, as
annexed to the report of the Secretary-General".

11. The Secretary-General himself did not offer any interpretation of
the "good faith" aide-memoire to the General Assembly, or make any statement
questioning the remarks made by the Foreign Minister of Egypt in the General
Assembly the following week (see paragraph 14 below). It would appear, however,
that in an exchange of cables he had sought to obtain an express acknowledgement
from Egypt that its consent to the presence of the Force would not be withdrawn
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before the Force had completed its task* Egypt had not accepted this
interpretation but had maintained the view that if its consent no longer
persisted the forces should be withdrawn. Subsequent discussions between
Mr. Haramarskjold and Dr. Fawzi and President Nasser resulted in the "good
faith" aide-memoire.

12. An interpretative account of these negotiations made by
Mr. Hanniarskjold in a personal and private paper entitled "Aide-memoire11,
dated 5 August 1957* some eight and one-half months after the discussions,
has recently been made public (New York Times of 19 June 196?) by Mr. Ernest
Gross, who stated that he had been handed a copy by Mr. Hammarskjold in
August 1957. This memorandum is not in any official record of the United
nations nor is it in any of the official files. The General Assembly, the
Advisory Committee on UHEF and the Government of Egypt were not informed of
its contents or existence. It is not an official paper and has no standing
beyond being a purely private memorandum, in which Secretary-General
Hammarskjold seems to record his own impressions and interpretations of his
discussions with President Nasser. This paper, therefore, cannot affect in
any way the basis for the presence of UNEF on the soil of the United Arab
Republic as set out in the official documents, much less supersede those
documents.

13. It may be observed, however, that from this memorandum it would
appear that Mr. Hammarskjold remained with the impression that Egypt had bound
itself not to insist on the withdrawal of the Force before the General Assembly
had discussed the matter of whether the task had been completed. It does not
appear however that this was the Egyptian understanding of what had been agreed
as was made clear by Doctor Fawzi a few days later in the Assembly (paragraph 14
following of this memorandum). Reference may also be made to the personal
message of the Secretary-General of 13 November 1956, referred to in his private
memorandum, in which he stated "we 'both had to reserve our freedom of action,
but that, all the same, we could go ahead, hoping that a controversial situation
would not arise.111 It was on the basis of that statement that Egypt agreed
to the entry of the Force into Egyptian territory on 15 November 1956, With
only a few exceptions the understanding of Egypt seems to have been shared by
the other delegations who expressed their views in the General Assembly.

a) Position of Egypt

14. It seems clear that Egypt did not understand the "good faith"
aide-mekoire to contain any limitation on its right to withdraw its consent
to the continued stationing and operation of UNEF on its territory. The
Foreign Minister of Egypt, speaking in the General Assembly on 27 November
1956, one week after the publication of the "good faith11 aide-m&aoire and
three days following its approval by the General Assembly, said:

"We still, believe that the General Assembly resolution of 7 November
1956 still stands, together with its endorsement of the principle that
the General Assembly could not request the United Nations Emergency
Force to be stationed or to operate on the territory of a given country
without the consent of the Government of the country. This is the
proper basis on which we believe, together with the overwhelming majority



of this Assembly, that the United Nations Emergency Force could be
stationed or could operate in Egypt. It is the only basis on which
Egypt has given its consent in this respect." (GfiOR, llth session,
597th plenary meeting, para, /*£, 27 November 1956)

,He added:

"... as must be abundantly clear, this Force has gone to Egypt to help
Egypt, with Egypt's consent; and no one here or elsewhere can reasonably
or fairly say that a fire brigade, after putting out a fire, would be
entitled or expected to claim the right of deciding not to leave the
house." (GAOR, llth session, 597th plenary meeting, para. 50, 27 November
1956)

b) Analysis of "task" of the Force

15. In the "good faith*1 aide-memoire the Government of Egypt declared
that, "when exercising its sovereign rights on any matters concerning the
presence and functioning of UNEF, it vd.ll be guided, in good faith by its
acceptance of General Assembly resolution 1000 (ES-I) of 5 November 1956."

16. The United Nations in turn declared "that the activities of UNEF
will be guided, in good faith, by the task established for the Force in the
aforementioned resolutionsv(1000 (ES-I) and 997 (ES-I)); in particular, the
United Nations, understanding this to correspond to the wishes of the Government
of Egypt, reaffirms its willingness to maintain UNEF until its task is completed."

17. It must be noted that while Egypt undertook to be guided in good
faith by its acceptance of General Assembly resolution 1000 (ES-I), the United
Nations also undertook to be guided in good faith by the task established for
the Force in resolutions 1000 (ES-I) and 997 (ES-I). Resolution 1000 (ES-I),
to which the declaration of Egypt referred, established a United Nations
Command for the Force "to secure and supervise the cessation of hostilities
in accordance with all the terms* of resolution 997 (ES-I). It must be
recalled that at this time Israel forces had penetrated depply into Egyptian
territory and that forces of France and the United Kingdom were conducting
military operations on Egyptian territory. Resolution 997 (ES-I) urged
as a matter of priority that all parties agree to an immediate cease fire,
and halt the movement of military forces and arms into the area. It alsa
urged the parties to the armistice agreements promptly to withdraw all forces
behind the armistice lines, to desist from raids across the armistice lines,
and to observe scrupulously the provisions of the armistice agreements. It
further urged that, upon the cease fire being effective, steps be taken to
reopen the Suez Canal and restore secure freedom of navigation.

18. Miile the terms of resolution 997 (ES-I) cover a considerable
area, the emphasis in resolution 1000 (ES-I) is on securing and supervising
the cessation of hostilities. Moreover, on 6 November 1956 the Secretary-
General in his Second and Final Report on the plan for an emergency international
United Nations Force (A/3302, para. 8), noted that "the Assembly intends
that the Force should be of a temporary nature, the length of its assignment
being determined by the needs arising out of the present conflict.11 Noting
further the terms of resolution 997 (ES-I) he added that "the functions of
the United Nations Force would be, when a cease-fire is being established, to
enter Egyptian territory with the consent of the Egyptian Government, in order



to help maintain quiet during and after the withdrawal of non-Egyptian
troops, and to secure compliance -with the other teims established" in
resolution 997 (ES-I). (A/3302, para. 12).

19. In a cable delivered to Foreign Minister Fawzi on 9 or 10 November
1956, in reply to a request for clarification as to how long it was contemplated
that the Eferce should stay in the Demarcation line area, the Secretary-General
stated that "A definite reply is at present impossible but the emergency
character of the Force links it to the immediate crises envisaged in resolution
2 November X997 (ES-I)) and its liquidation*1. This point was confirmed in a
further exchange of cables between the Secretary-General and Doctor Fawzi on
14 November 1956*

20. The Foreign Minister of Egypt (Dr. Fawzi) gave his understanding
of the task of the Force in a statement to the General Assembly on 2? November
1956;

"Our clear understanding - and I am sure it is the clear
understanding of the Assembly - is that this Force is in Egypt
only in relation to the present attack against Egypt by the United
Kingdom, France and Israel, and for the purposes directly connected
with the incursion of the invading forces into Egyptian territory.
The United Nations Emergency Force is in Egypt, not as an occupation
force, not as a replacement for the invaders, not to clear the Canal
of obstructions, not to resolve any question or settle any problem,
be it in relation to the Suez Canal, to Palestine or to any other
matter; it is not there to infringe upon Egyptian sovereignty in
any fasbdonor to any extent, but, on the coitrary, to give expression
to the determination of the United Nations to put an end to the
aggression committed against Egypt and to the presence of the
invading forces in Egyptian territory*. (GAOR, llth session, 597th
plenary meeting, para. 49).

21. It is true that there had been proposals for a Force having much
broader functions. Thus, in letters dated 3 November 1956 from the representatives
of France and of the United Kingdom, the two Governments expressed willingness
to stop military action if the following conditions were satisfied!

"(a).« Both the Egyptian and Israel Governments agree to
accept a United Nations Force to keep the peace.

a(b) The United Nations decides to constitute and maintain
such a Force until an Arab-Israel peace settlement is reached and
until satisfactory arrangements have been agreed in regard to the
Suez Canal, both agreements to be guaranteed by the United Nations.

a(c) In the meantime, until the United Nations Force is
constituted̂  both combatants agree to accept forthwith limited
detachments of Anglo-French troops to be stationed between the
combatants.* (A/3268 and A/3269)

22. Under these proposals a Force would have been constituted and
maintained (1) until an Arab-Israel peace settlement was reached, and (2)
until satisfactory arrangements had been agreed in regard to the Suez Canal.
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The subsequent records make it abundantly clear that these broad functions
for the Force were not accepted by the General Assembly. That such conditions
for a cease-fire were not acceptable to the General Assembly was pointed out
in the Secretary-General's letters to France and the United Kingdom of
4 November 1956 (A/3287, Annexes 2 and 4).

23. In the course of the exchange of cables referred to in paragraph 19
above, Secretary-General Hamiaarskjold made it clear to Dr. Fawsi that he did
not envisage as a part of the task of the Force that it -would take over any
of the functions of UNTSO relating to the Armistice Agreements, An indication
of a possibility of a change of view on this point is found in a report
(A/3500 and Add. 1, para. 11) to the General Assembly on 15 January 1957
which explained the roles of UNTSO and UNEF as Mr. Hammarskjold had envisaged
them up to that date* The report stated:

"11. The United Nations Truce Supervision Organization
established under the armistice agreements assists, as one of
its main duties, in the prevention of incursions and raids.
It is in accord with the call for scrupulous observance of
the armistice agreements for the parties to take all appropriate
measures to give UNTSO the support necessary to render it fully
effective. It is a primary duty of the United Nations Emergency
Force to supervise and enforce the cease-fire to which the parties
committed themselves in response to the request of the General
Assembly in the resolution of 2 November. Appropriate liaison
should be established between these two United Nations auxiliary
organizations. Further consideration may have to be given to the
question of the extent to which the Force might assume responsibilities
so far carried by the Truce Supervision Organization."

24. It is obvious that the task referred to in the "good faith"
aide-m&noire could only be the task of the Force as it had been defined in
November 1956 when the understanding was concluded. The ugood-faithn undertaking
by the United Nations would preclude it from claiming that the Egyptian agreement
was relevant or applicable to functions which the Force was given at a
much later date. The stationing of the Force on the Annistice Demarcation Line
and at Sharm el-Sheikh was only determined in pursuance of resolution 1125 (2CE)
adopted by the General Assembly on 2 February 1957 • The Secretary-General, .
in his various reports relating to this decision, made it clear that the further
consent of Egypt was essential with respect to these new functions (A/3512,
para. 20 and A/3527, para. 5). Consequently, the understanding recorded in the
ugood faith" aide-memoire of 20 lovember 1956 could not have been, itself, a
commitment with respect to functions only determined in February and March 1957.
It is only these later tasks that the Force has been performing during the last
ten years - tasks of serving as a buffer and deterring infiltrators which went
beyond those of securing and supervising the cessation of hostilities provided
in the General Assembly resolutions referred to in the ngood faith" aide-memoire.

(3) The stationing of the Force on the Armistice Demarcation Line
and at Sharm el-Sheikh

25. There remains to examine whether Egypt made further commitments
with respect to the stationing of the Force on the Armistice Demarcation
line and at Sharm el-Sheikh, There is no doubt that Israel made efforts
to obtain such commitments, particularly with respect to the area around
Sharm el-Sheikh.



26. For example, in an aide-memoire of 4 February 1957 (A/3527, Annex I),
the Government of Israel sought clarification as to whether units of the United
Nations Emergency Force would be stationed along the western shore of the Gulf
of Aqaba in order to act as a restraint against hostile acts, and would remain
so deployed until another effective means was agreed upon between the parties
concerned for ensuring permanent freedom of navigation and the absence of
belligerent acts in the Straits of Tiran and the Gulf of Aqaba. The Secretary-
General pointed out (A/3527, para. 5) that such "clarification" would require
"Egyptian consent*?-. He stated:

°The second of the points in the Israel aide-memoire requests a
clarification which, in view of the position of the General
Assembly, could go beyond what was stated in the last report only
after negotiation with Egypt. This follows from the statements
in the debate in the General Assembly, and the report on which it
was based, which make it clear that the stationing of the Force at
Sharm el-Sheikh, under such terms as those mentioned in the question
posed by Israel, would require Egyptian consent."

27. It is clear from the record that Egypt did not give its consent to
Israel's proposition. The Secretary-General's report of 8 March 1957 (A/3566)
recorded "arrangements for the complete and unconditional withdrawal of Israel
in accordance with the decision of the General Assembly". There was no agreement
on the part of Egypt to forgo its rights with respect to the granting or with-
drawing of its consent to the continued stationing of the Force on its territory.
On the contrary, at the 667th plenary meeting of the General Assembly on 4 March
1957, the Foreign Minister of Egypt stated*

"At our previous meeting I stated that the Assembly was
unanimous in expecting full and honest implementation of its
resolutions calling for immediate and unconditional withdrawal
by Israel. I continue to submit to the Assembly that this
position - which is the only position the Assembly can possibly
take - remains intact and entire. Nothing said by anyone here or
elsewhere could shake this fact or detract from its reality and its
validity, nor could it affect the fullness and lawfulness of Egypt's
rights and those of the Arab people of the Gaza strip." (GAOR, llth
session, 66?th plenary meeting, para. 240, 4 March 1957}

28- The Foreign Minister of Israel, in her statement at the 666th meeting
of the General Assembly, on 1 March 1957, asserted that an assurance had been
given that any proposal for the withdrawal of DNEF from the Gulf of Aqaba area
would come first to the Advisory Committee on UNEF (see paragraphs 37-40 below).

(4) Question of the stationing of UNEF on both sides of the Aimistice
Demarcation Line

29. Another point having significance with respect to the undertakings
of Egypt was the question of the stationing of UNEF on both sides of the Aimistice
Demarcation Line. The Secretary-General, in his report (A/3512) of 24 January 1957
to the General Assembly, suggested that the Force should have units stationed



also on the Israel side of the Armistice Demarcation Line. In particular
he suggested that units of the Force should at least be stationed in the
El Auja Demilitarized 2one# which had been occupied by the armed forces of
Israel. He indicated that if El Auja were demilitarized in accordance with
the Armistice Agreement and units of UNEF were stationed there, a condition
of reciprocity would be Egyptian assurance that Egyptian forces would not take
up positions in the area in contravention of the Armistice Agreement. (A/3512,
paras. 15-22). However, Israel forces were never withdrawn from El Auja and
UNEF was not accepted at any point on the Israel side of the line,

30. Following the Secretary-General's report (A/3512), the General Assembly
on 2 February 1957 adopted resolution 1125 (21) in which it noted the report
with appreciation and considered:

«... that, after full withdrawal of Israel from the Sharm el Sheikh
and Gaza areas, the scrupulous maintenance of the Aimistice Agreement
requires the placing of the United Nations Emergency Force on the
Egyptian-Israel aimistice demarcation line and the implementation
of other measures as proposed in the Secretary-General's report,
with due regard to the considerations set out therein with a view
to assist in achieving situations conducive to the maintenance of
peaceful conditions in the area;11.

31. On 11 February 1957* the Secretary-General stated in a report
(A/352?) to the General Assembly that, in the light of the implication of
Israel's question concerning the stationing of UHEF at Sham el-Sheikh
(para. 26 above of this memorandum), he "considered it important to learn
whether Israel itself, in principle, consents to a stationing of UNEF units
on its territory in implementation of the functions established! 'for the Force
in the basic decisions and noted in resolution 1125 (21) where it was
indicated that the Force should be placed 'on the Egyptian-Israel aimistice
demarcation line.111 No affirmative response was ever received from Israel.
In fact, already on 7 November 1956 the Prime Minister of Israel, Mr.Ben-Gurion,
in a speech to the Knesset, stated, inter alia, M0n no account will Israel agree
to the stationing of a foreign force, no matter how called, in her territory or
in any of the territories occupied by her". In a note to correspondents
(No.l58O) of 12 April 1957 a "United Nations spokesman" statedt

"Final arrangements for the UNEF will have to wait for the
response of the Government of Israel to the request by the
General Assembly that the Force be deployed also on the Israeli
side of the Aimistice Demarcation lane.1*

Article VIH of the Egyptian-Israel General Armistice Agreement
provides, inter aliay that an area comprising the village of SI Auja
and vicinity, as defined in the article, shall be demilitarized and that
both Egyptian and Israel armed forces shall be totally excluded therefrom.
The article further provides that on the Egyptian side of the frontier,
facing the El Auja area, no Egyptian defensive positions shall be closer
to El Auja than El Qouseima and Abou Aoueigila.
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32. In the report of the Secretary-General to the twelfth session of the
General Assembly (A/3694, para. 15) on 9 October 1957 it is stated:

"Resolution 1125 (XI ) calls for placing the Force «on the
Egyptian-Israel armistice demarcation line', but no stationing of
UNEF on the Israel side has occurred to date through lack of consent
by Israel.11

33* In the light of Israel's persistent refusal to consent to the
stationing and operation of UNEF on its side of the line in spite of General
Assembly resolution 1125 (Xl) of 2 February 1957 and the efforts of the
Secretary-General, it is even less possible to consider that Egypt's "good
faith1' declaration made in November 1956 could constitute a limitation on
its rights with respect to the continued stationing and operation of UNEF
on Egyptian territory in accordance with the resolution of 2 February 1957*

34. It is in this perspective that one must consider the statement
of the representative of Israel made at the 592nd meeting of the General
Assembly on 23 Hovember 1956:

we were to accept one of the proposals made here -
namely, that the Force should separate Egyptian and Israel troops
for as long as Egypt thought it convenient and should then be
withdrawn on Egypt's unilateral request - we would reach a reduc-
tion to absurdity. Egypt would then be in a position to build up,
behind the screen of this Force, its full military preparations and,
when it felt that those military preparations had reached their
desired climax, to dismiss the United Nations Emergency Force and
to stand again in close contact and proximity with the territory of
Israel. This reduction to absurdity proves hew impossible it is to
accept in any matter affecting the composition or the functions of
the Force the policies of the Egyptian Government as the sole or
even the decisive criterion." (GAOR, llth session, 592nd plenary
meeting, para. 131, 23 November 1956)

35« The answer to this problem, which is to be found in resolution 1125 (XI)
of 2 February 1957 is not in the form of a binding commitment by Egypt which
the record shows was never given, but in the proposal that the Force shorald
be stationed on both sides <£ the line. Israel in the exercise of its
sovereign right did not give its consent to the stationing of UNEF on its
territory and Egypt did not forgo its sovereign right to withdraw its
consent at any time.

(5) Role of the UNEF Advisory Committee

36. General Assembly resolution 1001 (ES-I) of 7 November 1956, by
which the Assembly approved the guiding principles for the organization and
functioning of UNEF, established an Advisory Committee under the chairmanship
of the Secretary-General. The Assembly decided that the Advisory Committee,
in the performance of its duties, should be empowered to request, through the
usual procedures, the convening of the General Assembly and to report to the
Assembly whenever matters arose which, in its opinion, were of such urgency
and importance as to require 'consideration by the General Assembly it self •
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37» The memorandum of Important points in the discussion between
the representative of Israel and the Secretary-General on 25 February 1957
(A/3563), recorded the following question raised by the representative of
Israel:

"In connexion with the duration of IMEF's deployment
in the Sharm El-Sheikh area, would the Secretary-General give
notice to the General Assembly of the United Nations before UNEF
would be withdrawn from the area, with cr without Egyptian insis-
tance, or before the Secretary-General would agree to its with-
drawal?11

38. The response of the Secretary-General was recorded as follows:

flOn the question of notification to the General Assembly,
the Secretary-General wanted to state his view at a later meeting.
An indicated procedure would be for the Secretary-General to infoim
the Advisory Committee on the United Nations Emergency Fcrce,
which would determine whether the natter should be brought to the
attention of the Assembly,"

39. On 1 March 1957 the Foreign Minister of Israel stated at the
666th plenary meeting of the General Assembly:

"My Government has noted the assurance embodied in the Secretary-
General's note of 26 February 1957 (A/3563, Annex) that any
proposal for the withdrawal of the UNEF from the Gulf off Aqaba
area would first come to the Advisory Committee on the UNEF,
which represents the General Assembly in the implementation of
its resolution 997 (ES-I) of 2 November. This procedure will
give the General Assembly an opportunity to ensure that no
precipitate changes are made which would have the effect of
increasing the possibility of belligerent acts." (GAOR,
llth session, 666th meeting, para. S, 1 March 1957)

40. In fact, the 25 February 1957 memorandum does not go as far as the
interpretation given by the Foreign Minister of Israel. In any event, however,
it gives no indication cf any commitment by Egypt, and so far as the Secretary-
General is concerned it only indicates that a procedure would be for the
Secretary-General to inform the Advisory Committee which would determine
whether the matter should be brought to the attention of the General Assembly.
This was also the procedure provided in General Assembly resolution 1001 (ES-I).
It was, furthermore, the procedure followed by the Secretary-General on the
withdrawal of UNEF.

Conclusion

41. In summary, it must be concluded in the light of the foregoing
considerations that the United Arab Republic retained the right to request an
immediate withdrawal of the United Nations Emergency Force from its territory
and had not accepted any limitations on its right in this respect. The
following points may be specifically recalled:
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1. Because of the nature of the Force -which was not established
under Chapter VII of the Charter, it could nob be stationed
or operate on the territory of a Member State without its
consent. This was a basic principle recognized and emphasized
in the Resolutions of the General Assembly and the Reports <£
the Secretary-General at the time that the Fcr ce was established
(see paragraphs 2-7 above).

2. The only possible basis for finding a limitation on the pre-existing
right of Egypt to withdraw its consent to the stationing c£ the Force
on its territory is. in the "good faith" aide-memoire annexed to the
Secretary-General's report to the General Assembly of 20 November 1956
(see paragraphs &-J.O above). Secretary-General Hammarskjold gave no
interpretation of the "good faith" aide-memoire to the General Assembly.
It would however appear from an unofficial and purely personal
memorandum never communicated to Egypt or to the General Assembly
that he was of the opinion that Egypt had bound itself not to
insist on the withdrawal of the Force before the General Assembly
had discussed the matter of whether the task had been completed*
It does not appear, however, that this was the understanding of
Egypt, The Egyptian Foreign Minister had received, prior to the
arrival of the first units off the Force, a personal message from
the Secretary-Seneral stating that both parties had to reserve
their freedom of action (see paragraphs 11-13 above).

(a) Egypt made it clear in a Statement in the General Assembly on
2? November 1956 that it did not consider that it had made any commitment
for the continuing presence of UNEF (see paragraph 14 above).
(b) Moreover, the "good faith" aide-memoire related to the completion
of the task of the Force "to secure and supervise the cessation of
hostilities" as defined in November 1956. It could not be interpreted
as a commitment relating to the tasks of the Force involved in its
continued stationing on the Armistice Demarcation Line and at Sharm
el-Sheikh which were only provided in February and March 1957* pursuant
to Resolution 1125 (XI) of 2 February 1957, three months after the
conclusion of the "good faith" aide-memoire (see paragraphs 15-24 above).

3. The Secretary-General in his reports to the General Assembly made it
clear that the further consent of Egypt was essential with respect to
the new functions of the Force pursuant to Resolution 1125 (XI) (see
paragraph 24 above). Egypt gave no commitment in February or March
1957, or at any other time, with respect to continued stationing of
the Force on the Armistice Demarcation Line cr at Sharm el-Sheikh
(see paragraphs 25-28 above).

4» The fact that Israel did not consent to the stationing of the Force
on its side of the Armistice Demarcation Line destroyed the basis
for reciprocal assurances which had been suggested by the Secretary-
General (see paragraphs 29-35 above).
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The Secretary-General, in a memorandum of discussion with the repre-
sentative of Israel, noted only that (before UKEF would be -withdrawn
from the area, -with or without Egyptian insistence, or before the
Secretary-General would agree to its withdrawal) an indicated
procedure would be for him to inform the Advisory Committee on the
United Nations Emergency For ce which would determine whether the
matter should be brought to the attention of the General Assembly.
This was also the procedure provided in General Assembly resolution
1001 (ES-I) (see paragraphs 36-40 above).
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C. At Stavropoulos, Under-Secretary
Legal Counsel

SUBJECT: Possible United Nations machinery to
OBJET: deal wlth the jjjjdgQa East situation

1. Mention has been made of the appointment of a United Nations
Mediator, or other organ, to assist in finding a solution to the Middle
East situation. Such a Mediator or other organ might be charged either
with finding a solution to the immediate problems involved in troop
withdrawal, freedom of passage, etc., or with the more fundamental
question of a peace settlement. With respect to the latter, of course
the Palestine Conciliation Commission still has broad functions but has
been for many years unable to deal with anything but secondary issues
such as property evaluation. In the light of its limited membership
(United States, France and Turkey) and its history, it is not likely
that it could be effective in the present situation.

2. In this connexion it may be recalled that the United States,
on 3 November 1956, submitted a draft resolution (A/3272) to the General
Assembly when it net in Emergency Session to consider the Suez hostilities.
By this draft resolution the General Assembly would have discharged the
Palestine Conciliation Commission from the perfoimance of further tasks
and established a new committee with the following duties:

"(a) To prepare recommendations, after consultation with
the parties to the general armistice agreements of 1949* regarding
a settlement of the major problems outstanding between the Arab
States and Israel, with a view to establishing conditions of
permanent peace and stability in the area;

11 (b) To submit its recommendations to the parties concerned
and to the General Assembly, or to the Security Council as appropriate,
and to submit reports to the General Assembly on the status of its
assigned task;".

The draft resolution was, however, never brought to a vote.
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3. The appointment of a Mediator or Representative of the
Secretary-General would seem the most reasonable approach since
a singls individual -would have more flexibility than a committee,
On the othea? hand, a Mediator or a Representative would be more
vulnerable to charges of favouring one or the other party. I have
little doubt that any person, however objective he might be, would
fail in a very short time because he vrould soon be branded as either
pro-Israel or pro-Arab.

4* Should the General Assembly decide to appoint a Mediator
I suggest that it should provide that in the first instance he report
to a small ad hoc committee of the Assembly or, alternatively, that he
chair a small advisory committee. Either committee should be very
small but should have geographical representation. Such a committee
•would not only afford some backing and protection to the Mediator,
but vould also offer during recesses of the General Assembly a con-
tinuous representation of the various positions of United Nations
Members.

5» Should the General Assembly decide that the matter should be
dealt with by a Representative of the Secretary-General, such Represen-
tative should report to the Secretary-General who should himself have
an advisory committee of the kind suggested above. During the time
that the Assembly is not in session, some sort of support would appear
essential particularly since the task may be expected to be of long
duration,

6. Another way vould be for the Mediator or the Secretary-General
to report to the Security Council. This would, of course, be the normal
procedure if the decision to appoint a Mediator or to request the Secretary-
General to deal with the matter were taken by the Security Council. It may
be recalled, however, that the United Nations Mediator in Palestine,who was
appointed pursuant to a resolution of the General Assembly, also submitted
reports to the Security Council. The General Assembly,by resolution 186 (S/2)
of 14 May 1948, had provided for a Mediator to be chosen by a committee of
the General Assembly composed of China, France, USSR, UK and US. This
resolution had envisaged that he might receive instructions from the
Security Council as well as from the General Assembly and had instructed
him to render progress reports to the Security Council and to the Secretary-
General for transmission to the Members of the United Nations. The Security
Council did in fact give instructions to the Mediator including instructions
concerning his reporting to the Council (see, for example, resolutions50
(194S) of 29 May 1948 and 54 (1948) of 15 July 1948.
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REFERENCE:

The question of the continuing validity of the General Armistice
Agreements between Israel and the Arab States and of the present
"basis for the functions of U1TSO

Introduction

1. On 4 July 1967, the Secretary-General submitted a report to the
Security Council (S/7930/Add. 20) on the question of the return of UMSO
and its Chief of Staff, General Bull, to their Headquarters at Government
House, Jerusalem, which had been under Israel military control since 5 June
1967. In his report the Secretary-General sets out the text of a note he
addressed to the Permanent Representative of Israel on 28 June 1967? part
of which reads as follows!

"The Permanent Representative will recall that the Foreign
Minister of Israel during his discussion with the Secretary-General
on:the evening of Thursday, 22 June, assured the Secretary-General
that a reply from his Government on the question of UHTSO's return
to Government House would be presented to the Secretary-General 'in
a day or two'. It was also indicated by the Foreign Minister at that
time that it was thought that the matter could be dealt with by an
exchange of letters in which the Government of Israel would make clear
its position that UHTSO's sole concern and function now should be with
the recent cease-fire resolutions of the Security Council and no longer
with the Armistice Agreements and the now obsolete arrangements of the
past. The Secretary-General, it will also be recalled, responded that
he could and would take note of these views _of Israel but clearly, he
could not take a position which would be prejudicial to any Security
Council resolution, past or present." [_ Underlining added]

2. The Secretary-General's report states that, in response to his
appeals, he received a letter of 29 June 19&7 from the Permanent Representative
of Israel, in which the latter indicated that "the Government of Israel agrees
to enable ... [General Bull] ... and his staff to use Government House in the
performance of their duties"(S/7930/Add. 20). In the last paragraph of the
same letter the Permanent Representative declared that?

"It is understood that in the view of the Government of Israel,
the sole function and concern of General Bull and his staff is with
those cease-fire resolutions of the Security Council [i.e. resolutions
233 (1967), 234 (1967), 235 (1967) and 236 (1967) of 6, 7, 9 and 12
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June 1967 respectively] and no longer with the General Armistice
Agreements and the now obsolete arrangements of the past."

3. The Secretary-General, in his reply of 1 July 1967 to the above
letter, which also appears in his report (S/7930/Add. 20), stated that!

"The specific views of your Government as set forth in the last
paragraph of your letter, have been noted.

"Solely from a practical standpoint, of course, it may be said
that MTSO's primary purpose in the area at this time is to do and be
enabled to do all that it can toward maintaining quiet and averting
any resumption of hostilities in the region."

Elaborating upon these paragraphs in his report, the Secretary-General said
that:

"4 the specific views of the Government of Israel with
regard to the functions and status of UETSO have been noted only
without any appraisal or expression of opinion on them by the
Secretary-General."

4- It would appear from the above that it is the present position of
the Government of Israel that the Armistice Agreements between Israel and
the States bordering upon it are no longer in force, and that consequently
the functions of UMSO under these Agreements and under related resolutions
of the Security Council have lapsed. The Secretary-General has reserved
his position on this view of the Government of Israel and has stated that
he could not take a position which would be prejudicial to any Security
Council resolution, past or present. It is the purpose of this memorandum
to examine the questions of the continuing validity of the Armistice
Agreements and of certain of the earlier basic Security Council resolutions
relating to the Middle East and of the present basis for the functions of
UHTSO. The memorandum is divided into the following sections:

paras.
I. Status of the General Armistice Agreements 5~̂ 9

between Israel and the neighbouring Arab States

(a) Position of Israel and the Arab States prior 9~15
to June 1957

(b) Position of Israel and the Arab States since 16-18
June 1957

(c) Position of the United Nations 19
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paras.
II. Continuing validity of the General Armistice 20-25

Agreements and of certain Security Council
resolutions relating to the Middle East

III. Present basis for the functions of UHTSO 26-29

IV. Summary of conclusions 30

AMSX: Note on the establishment of UETSO
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I. Status of the General Armistice Agreements "between Israel and
the neighbouring Arab States

5. The General Armistice Agreements between Israel and the Arab
States were signed as follows:

(a) Israel and Egypt, 24 February 1949?

(b) Israel and Lebanon, 23 March 1949;

(c) Israel and Jordan, 3 April 1949;

(d) Israel and Syria, 20 July 1949-

6. The Armistice Agreements contain a number of common provisions,
among which is the following:*

"This Agreement, having been negotiated and concluded in
pursuance of the resolution of the Security Council of 16
November 1948, calling for the establishment of an armistice
in order to eliminate the threat to the peace in Palestine and
to facilitate the transition from the present truce to permanent
peace in Palestine, shall remain in force until a peaceful
settlement between the parties is achieved....".

7. The above common stipulation is subject to a few specified
exceptions in subsequent paragraphs of the particular Article in each of
the Armistice Agreements in which the stipulation appears. These
exceptions relate to the suspension of certain provisions of the
Agreements by mutual consent and to the revision of those provisions
through procedures prescribed in the Agreements themselves. These
exceptions are not, however, relevant in the present context as it has
not been claimed by any party that the Agreements have come to an end
by mutual consent or through revision resulting in substitute arrange-
ments. It is significant to note that, while the Armistice Agreements
have these specific provisions on suspension and revision they do not
contain any provision providing for their denunciation.

8. The general principle that the Armistice Agreements remain in
force until a peaceful settlement is achieved therefore prima facie
continues to apply, unless it can be shown that they have come to an end
for some reason not laid down in those Agreements. In this connexion,

^Article XII, paragraph 2, of the Israel-Egypt Armistice Agreement;
Article VIII, paragraph 2, of the Israel-Lebanon Armistice Agreement;
Article XII, paragraph 2, of the Israel-Jordan Armistice Agreement?
Article VIII, paragraph 2, of the Israel-Syria Armistice Agreement.
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it is necessary to review the respective stands of Israel, the
Arab States and of the United Nations regarding the validity of
the Armistice Agreements both prior and subsequent to the
hostilities which took place in June 1967-

(a) Position of Israel and the Arab States prior to June 1967

9. When the Armistice Agreements were initially concluded,
Israel expressly affirmed that the Armistice Agreements could be
terminated only by the conclusion of a peace settlement and not in
any other manner. Speaking at 433rd meeting of the Security Council,
on 4 August 1948, the representative of Israel, Mr. Eban, after
quoting the provision from the Armistice Agreements regarding their
remaining in force until a peaceful settlement is achieved (see
paragraph 6 above) said that:

"The effective position, therefore, is that these Agree-
ments have no time limit and can be altered only by agreed
amendments or terminated by a peace settlement to be concluded
between the parties."

"The Armistice Agreements are not peace treaties. They do
not prejudice the final territorial settlements. On the
other hand, the provisional settlement established by the
Armistice Agreements is unchangeable until a new process of
negotiation and agreement has been successfully consummated."

Despite this initial position, Israel subsequently, but prior to the
events of June 19&7? distinguished its position concerning the
continued validity of the Armistice Agreement with Egypt, on the one
hand, and the Agreements with Jordan, Lebanon and Syria on the other.

10. Until the outbreak of the recent hostilities, there is no
evidence to suggest that either Israel, or, for that matter, Jordan,
Lebanon and Syria regarded their respective Armistice Agreements as
teing at an end. While difficulties may have arisen in the
implementation of these Agreements, all the parties concerned
continued to act on the understanding that they remained in force and
UlTSO continued to exercise its functions with respect to those
Agreements.

11. As regards the Israel-Egypt Armistice Agreement, Israel took
the position at the time of its invasion of Egypt in October 1956
that this Agreement was no longer in force. It based this position
not upon specific denunciation of the Agreement by either party, but
upon the assertion that the Agreement had ceased to exist because of
repeated material breaches of its provisions by Egypt.
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12. The views of the Government of Israel on this point
were expressed on a number of occasions, both inside and
outside the United Nations. For instance, speaking to the
Knesset, on 7 November 1956 > the Prime Minister of Israel,
Mr. Ben-Gurion said, inter alia, thats

"... The armistice agreement with Egypt is dead
and cannot be revived. It has died because of the contin-
uous attacks upon it by Colonel Nasser; because of his
violations of its principles and purposes; by his
defiance of the decisions of the U.N. Security Council;
by his repeated declarations that a state of war existed
between the two countries; and by his organization of
murderous attacks on Israel by Fedayeen gangs."
[Keesing'e Contemporary Archives, Nov. 17-24? 1956, p.
15206].

13. A similar statement had been communicated to the United
Nations a few days earlier, on 3 November 1956, in the form of an
aide-memoire from the Permanent Representative of Israel,
addressed to the Secretary-General (A/3279)- This aide-memoire
set out a declaration by the Government of Israel which, in
addition to making points of the foregoing nature, referred also
to the closing by Egypt of the Gulf of Aqaba and of the Suez
Canal to Israel shipping, to the Egyptian economic boycott against
Israel and to military alliances between Egypt and neighbouring
States "in preparation for an all-out attempt to eliminate
Israel by force." The a id e-mempire continues:

" ... By this and other hostile acts, Ifeypt has
undermined the peace and deprived the armistice agreement
of all its functions. The armistice agreement has, under
this policy, become a fiction to which Egypt still pays
lip service in so far as it thinks this may serve a
destructive design.

"Thus, a return to the armistice agreement would be
a return to a system which has served as a cover for the
victimization, the boycott and the blockade of Israel
and for a policy aimed at Israel's ultimate annihilation."
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14. To a specific question from the Secretary-General
regarding the position of Israel on the General Armistice
Agreement with Egypt, the Permanent Representative of Israel,
by letter of 25 January 1957, replied (A/3527, Annex V)
inter alia that*

fl ... the General Armistice Agreement has been
consistently violated by Egypt both in letter and in
spirit ever since it was signed on 24 February 1959«
Its central purpose of non-belligerency and its
character as a transition to a peaceful settlement
have been constantly repudiated by Egypt. Egypt has
even held, most incongrously, that the Agreement could
coexist with a 'state of war' against Israel. This
policy of Egypt and the actions flowing therefrom have
brought the Agreement to nought, with the result that a
new system of relationships must now be constructed...".

15. Since 1956? Israel has refused to participate in
any meetings of the Egyptian-Israel Mixed Armistice Commission
and has also refused to recognize the United Nations Truce
Supervision Organization as having any status with respect
to matters concerning the Egyptian-Israel General Armistice
Agreement. It has consistently returned communications from
the Chief of Staff of UBTSO or from the Chairman of the
Israel-Egyptian Mixed Armistice Commission relating to the
implementation of the General Armistice Agreement with Egypt,
Incidents, such as overflights or crossings of the line by
civilians or military personnel, have been the subject of
complaints to the Egyptian-Israel Mixed Armistice Commission
by the United Arab Republic and have been investigated by
United Nations military observers, but these investigations
have only been conducted within territory under the control
of the United Arab Republic. On occasion, emergency meetings
of the Mixed Armistice Commission have been held without the
participation of Israel. Thus, at least until the recent
outbreak of hostilities, the United Nations has continued to
consider the General Armistice Agreement between
Israel and Egypt as being in force and has acted accordingly.
Egypt, likewise, has continued to consider the Agreement as
being in force, and has maintained its delegation to the Mixed
Armistice Commission.
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(b) Position of Israel and the Arab States since June 1961

16. Prom the letter of the Permanent Representative of
Israel quoted at the outset of this memorandum, which refers to
"the General Armistice Agreements and the now obsolete arrange-
ments of the past", it would appear that Israel now regards not
only the Armistice Agreement with Egypt as being at an end, but
also the Agreements with Syria, Jordan and Lebanon. So far,
Israel does not seem to have stated directly that this is the
case, but this position may be inferred from various statements
by its representatives. Speaking at the 1526th plenary meeting
of the General Assembly on 19 June 1967? the Minister for Foreign
Affairs of Israel said:

" .... With the cease-fire established, our progress
must be not backward to an armistice regime which has
collapsed under the weight of years and the brunt of
hostility .... We dare not be satisfied with intermediate
arrangements which are neither war nor peace...."

Again, at the 1536th plenary meeting of the General Assembly on
26 June 1967, Mr. Bban declared that;

" .... Nor will it be contested that intermediate
armistice arrangements have had their day. A twenty-year
armistice is an absurd anachronism. I doubt whether there
is any parallel for this in international history ..."

17. Presumably, the position of Israel is based on the
argument that the Armistice Agreements were terminated by the
recent hostilities. It should be noted, however, that such
an argument could hardly apply to the Armistice Agreement between
Israel and Lebanon, as no hostilities took place between these
two States.

18. There is no indication that the United Arab Republic
has, since the recent hostilities, departed from its previous
stand, described in paragraph 15 above, that the Israel-Egypt
Armistice Agreement remains in force. Nor have Jordan, Syria
and Lebanon indicated that they now consider their Armistice
Agreements with Israel terminated. On the contrary, speaking at
the 1366th meeting of the Security Council, on 9 July 1967? the
representative of Syria referred to the letter of the Permanent
Representative of Israel quoted at the outset of the present
memorandum, and declared that:
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"We, for our part, categorically reject such a unilateral
interpretation of the task of tMFSO, and shall not recognize
it. In our view, the United Nations machinery in the area
is still functioning in accordance with the appropriate
resolutions of the Security Council concerning the Armistice
regime."

(c) Poaition of the United.Nations

19. The United Nations, both in the Security Council and in
the General Assembly, has always taken the position that all the
Armistice Agreements remain in effect, and there has been no
indication in either the General Assembly or the Security Council
that this position has been altered by the recent hostilities.
It derives both from the provisions in those Agreements regarding
their continuance in force until a peaceful settlement is achieved,
which is quoted in paragraph 6 above, and from the pertinent
resolutions of the Security Council and of the General Assembly.
It has further been the position of the United Nations that UHTSO's
functions do not derive solely from the Armistice Agreements but
also from the pertinent resolutions of the Security Council
imposing a cease-fire in Palestine in 1948 and thereafter dealing
with the implementation of that cease-fire.
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II. Continuing: validity of the General Armistice Agreements and _of
certain Security Council resolutions relating to the Middle East

20. By its resolution 54 (1948) of 15 July 1948 the Security Council,
acting pursuant to the powers vested in it by Chapter VII of the Charter
relating to action with respect to threats to the peace, breaches of the
peace and acts of aggression, inter alia, determined:

«
11... that the situation in Palestine constitutes a threat to
the peace within the meaning of Article 39 of the Charter of
the United Nations;"

and ordered:

"... the Governments and authorities concerned, pursuant to
Article 40 of the Charter, to desist fran further military
action and to this end to issue cease-fire orders to their
military and paramilitary forces...".

Subsequently, after reaffirming its previous resolutions regarding a
truce in Palestine and after "recalling particularly its resolution 54
(1948) ••• which determined that the situation in Palestine constitutes
a threat to the peace within the meaning of Article 39 of the Cheater",
the Council, by its resolution 62 (1948) of 16 November 1948, decided
that "an armistice shall be established in all sectors of Palestine."
It furthermore called upon the parties directly involved, "as a further
provisional measure under Article 40 of the Charter", to seek agreement
forthwith on an armistice, including "such withdrawal and reduction of
their armed forces as will ensure the maintenance of the armistice during
the transition to permanent peace in Palestine." This resolution, by
virtue of its references to Articles 39 and 40 of the Charter, would
appear, like resolution 54 (1948), to have been made under Chapter VII of
the Charter.

21. The General Armistice Agreements between Israel and the Arab States
were concluded in the period February to July 1949. On 21 July 1949 the
Acting Mediator, Dr. Bunche, addressed a letter to the Secretary-General
transmitting a report on the status of the armistice negotiations and the
truce in Palestine (S/1357). In part III of that report, entitled
"Conclusions", the Acting Mediator said, inter alia, that:

"1. The practical application of the Security Council's truce in
Palestine has now been superseded by effective armistice agreements
voluntary negotiated by the parties in the transition from truce to
permanent peace. Since all of these agreements are self-enforcing
and establish the necessary machinery for their supervision, with
the assistance of the United Nations Chief of Staff of the Truce
Supervision Organization and United Nations Observers at his command,
it would seem unnecessary longer to impose upon the States concerned
the restrictive/ conditions of the Security Council Truce. The
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Security Council resolution of 15 July 1949 imposed not only a
truce and the conditions relating thereto, but ordered the Govern-
ments and. authorities concerned, pursuant to Article 40 of the
Charter of the United Nations, to desist from further military
action.

"2. In view of the existing state of affairs in Palestine, the
Security Council might consider it advisable to review the situation
in the light of the new conditions and to take appropriate action.
Such action might declare it unnecessary to prolong the truce
provided for in the Security Council resolution of 15 July 1948.
It might, at the same time, reaffirm the order in that resolution to
the Governments and authorities concerned, pursuant to Article 40 of
the Charter of the United Nations, to desist from further military
action, and might also call upon the parties to the dispute to
continue to observe an unconditional cease-fire. Action along some
such lines would be consistent with the realities of the present
situation and would at the same time fully safeguard the basic
objective of the Security Council that fighting in Palestine shall
not be resumed."

Elaborating upon his suggestion for a reaffirmation of the cease-fire,
Dr. Bunche, speaking at the 433rd meeting of the Security Council on 4
August 1949, said that:

11... I suggest that the Security Council might indeed wish merely
to reafffirm the simple cease-fire order set forth in its resolution.̂
of 15 July 194S. This suggestion is based on the assumption that
despite the Armistice Agreements, the Security Council might wish to
maintain its basic injunction against any fighting, pending the final
peace settlement. As I interpret the Security Council's previous
action in this matter, the basic, approach has been an order against
resort to military action.

"The suggestion is that only the injunction against resort to
military action, that is to say, the cease-fire order in the 15 July
resolution, should be reaffirmed In view of the Armistice
Agreements, such an injunction is not indispensable, but it perhaps
would have the value of keeping the hand of the Security Council on
the Palestine situation, pending its definitive settlement..."

The Acting Mediator's suggestion that the cease-fire be reaffirmed
"pending the final peace settlement" met with the approval of the Members of
the Security Council, and the Council adopted resolution 73 (1949) of 11
August 1949 based upon a draft t£sfc initially proposed by Dr. Bunche. By
that resolution the Council reaffirmed:

"... pending the final peace settlement, the order contained in its
resolution 54 C1948) to the Governments and authorities concerned,
pursuant to Article 40 of the Charter of the United Nations, to
observe an unconditional cease-fire and, bearing in mind that the
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several Armistice Agreements include firm, pledges against further
acts of hostility between the parties and also provide for their
supervision by the parties themselves, relies upon the parties to
ensure the continued application and observance of these Agreements..."

it also found that:

"... the Armistice Agreements constitute an important step towards
the establishment of permanent peace in Palestine..."

22. The views of the Security Council concerning the permanent nature of
the cease-fire and the armistice regime, pending a final peace settlement,
were once again reaffirmed by the Council in its resolution 95 (1951) of
1 September 1951. In one of the preambular paragraphs of this resolution
the Council considered that:

"... since the armistice regime, which has been in existence for
nearly two and a half years, is of a permanent character, neither
party can reasonably assert that it is actively a belligerent or
requires to exercise the right of visit, search and seizure for any
legitimate purppse of self-defence". /Underlining added/''

Since 1951 the Security Council has not taken any decision which would cast
in doubt the continued validity of the aforementioned resolutions.

23. In 1956 and 1957 the authority of the General Assembly was added to
that of the Security Council, in upholding the continued validity of the
Armistice Agreements, in particular the Israel-Egypt Armistice Agreement.
For example, by its resolution 997 (ES-l) of 2 November 1956, the General
Assembly:

t

"Noting the disregard on aany occasions by parties to the Israel-
Arab armistice agreements of 1949 of the terms of such agreements,
and that the armed forces of Israel have penetrated deeply into
Egyptian territory in violation of the General Armistice Agreement
between Egypt and Israel of 24 February 1949̂

"2. Urges the parties to the armistice agreements promptly to
withdraw all forces behind the armistice lines, to desist from raids
across the armistice lines into neighbouring territory and to observe
scrupulously the provisions of the armistice agreements;11

By its resolution 1002 (ES-l) of 7 November 1956, the Assembly:

"Calls once again upon Israel immediately to withdraw all its
forces behind the armistice lines established by the General Armistice
Agreement between Egypt and Israel of 24 February 1949."



Finally, by its resolution 1125 (21) of 2 February 1957, the Assembly:

"2. Galls upon the Governments of Egypt and Israel scrupulously
to observe the provisions of the General Armistice Agreement between
Egypt and Israel of 24 February 1949;

"3. Considers that, after full withdrawal of Israel from the
Sharm el Sheikh and Gaza areas, the scrupulous maintenance of the
Armistice Agreement requires the placing of the United Nations
Emergency Force on the Egyptian-Israel armistice demarcation
line ..."

This latter resolution was adopted after the General Assembly was fully
informed of Israel's position, described in paragraphs 11 to 15 above,
regarding the termination of the Israel-Egypt Armistice Agreement. It is
clear from the terms of the resolution that the General Assembly did not
accept Israel's position.

24. There has been no indication either in the recent proceedings of the
Security Council, or in the General Assembly at its fifth emergency special
session, that it is now the view of these organs that the Armistice Agree-
ments have come to an end. It has been the general sentiment that Israel
should withdraw behind the armistice lines, which lines derive their juri-
dical validity from the Armistice Agreements. The revised draft resolution
of Afghanistan, Burundi, Cambodia, Ceylon, Congo (Brazzaville), Cyprus,
Guinea, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Mali, Pakistan, Senegal, Somalia,
Tanzania, Yugoslavia, and Zambia (A/L.522/tlev.3), furthermore, which obtained
a simple majority but not the two-thirds majority required for adoption by
the General Assembly, requested the Secretary-General "to secure, with the
assistance of the United Nations Truce Supervision Organization established
by the Security Council, strict observance by all parties of the provisions
of the General Armistice Agreements between Israel and the Arab countries."
The 53 Member States which voted in favour of this resolution therefore
wished for an express re-affirmation of the General Armistice Agreements.
The reasons advanced by those States which voted against or abstained on
the resolution did not at any point indicate opposition to such a re-affirm-
ation, but related to the absence of mention of other aspects of the Middle
East situation in the draft resolution.

25. It must therefore be concluded that the United Nations has consistently
upheld the continuing validity of the Armistice Agreements and the permanent
nature of the armistice regime pending a final settlement.
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III. Present "basis for the functions of UETSO

26. As indicated in the preceding section of this memorandum, and
irrespective of the views of Israel on the present status of the Armistice
Agreements, Security Council resolutions 54 (1958) and 73 (1949) (see para-
graphs 20 and 21 above) remain in full effect in respect of the cease-fire
established and reaffirmed by those resolutions, which were adopted by the
Security Council under Chapter VII of the Charter. Resolution 73 (1949) is
also the primary basis for the functioning of UMTSO in the last eighteen
years. In operative paragraph 5 of that resolution, the Council noted that
the "Chief of Staff of the United Nations Truce Supervision Organization in
Palestine or a senior officer designated by him" would serve in each case as
chairman of the mixed armistice commissions established by the Armistice
Agreements. By operative paragraph 6 the Council requested?

" ... the Secretary-General to arrange for the continued service
of such of the personnel of the present Truce Supervision Organization
as may be required in observing and maintaining the cease-fire, and
as may be necessary in assisting the parties to the Armistice Agree-
ments in the supervision of the application and observance of the
terms of those Agreements...." [Underlining added]

In operative paragraph 7 of the same resolution the Council further requested:

" ... the Chief of Staff ... to report to the Security Council on
the observance of the cease-fire in Palestine in accordance with the
terms of this resolution..." [Underlining added]

27. The provisions just quoted indicate the dual nature of UETSO's
functions in (a) assisting the parties in the application and observance of
the Armistice Agreements and (b) observing and maintaining the cease-fire.
While the former functions derive essentially from the Armistice Agreements,
the latter responsibilities are independent of those Agreements and are based
upon separate Security Council decisions. IMPSO's responsibilities with
respect to the observance and maintenance of a cease-fire pre-date its duties
under the Armistice Agreements and were, in fact, the basis for its initial
establishment. (See Annex for a note on the establishment of UHTSO)

28. As mentioned in paragraph 21 above, the separate provisions regard-
ing the cease-fire were made part of resolution 73 (1949) on "t̂ 6 suggestion of
the Acting Mediator "to fully safeguard the basic objective of the Security
Council that fighting in Palestine shall not be resumed" and so as to keep
"the hand of the Security Council on the Palestine situation pending its
definite settlement-" The intention of the Council regarding the permanent
nature of the cease-fire was made clear by the representative of France in
the debate which culminated in the adoption of resolution 73 (1949).
Speaking at the 434th meeting of the Council on 4 August 1949, he said thati

"The [cease-fire] order should remain in effect until the situation
is completely regularized as a result of the conclusion of a definitive
peace."

Therefore, irrespective of what the position of the parties may be concerning
the present status of the Armistice Agreements, recent developments in the
Middle East have not destroyed the duties of U1TSO to supervise and observe
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a cease-fire both in accordance with Security Council resolution 73 (1949)
and with the latest resolutions of the Security Council Li.e. resolutions
233 (19̂ 7), 234 (1967), 235 (1967) and 236 (1967) of 6, 7, 9 and 12 June
1967 respectively]. At the 1353rd meeting of the Security Council on 9
June 1967, the President of the Council stated that "the representative of
Israel said that his country would give every opportunity to the United
Nations to facilitate investigation", and this was expressly confirmed by
the representative of Israel. The President also recorded a consensus of
the Council to the following effects

".... we all agree that we should request the parties concerned
to extend all possible co-operation to United Nations Observers in
the discharge of their responsibilities, that we should ask the parties
to re-establish freedom of movement."

This consensus is further reaffirmed in Security Council resolution 236 (1967)
of 12 June 1967, by which the Council inter alia;

"5. Calls for full co-operation with the Chief of Staff of the
United Nations Truce Supervision Organization in Palestine and the
observers in implementing the cease-fire, including freedom of movement
and adequate communications facilities."

Finally, at the 1366th meeting of the Council on 9/10 July 1967, "the President
expressed a consensus which was approved by the Council in the following terms:

"Recalling Security Council resolutions 233, 234? 235 and 236 (1967),
and emphasizing the need for all parties to observe scrupulously the
provisions of these resolutions, having heard the statements made by the
Secretary-General and the suggestions he has addressed to the parties
concerned, I believe that I am reflecting the view of the Council that the
Secretary-General should proceed, as he has suggested in his statements
before the Council on 8 and 9 July 1967, to request the Chief of Staff of
the United Nations Truce Supervision Organization in Palestine, General
Odd Bull, to work out with the Governments of the United Arab Republic
and Israel, as speedily as possible, the necessary arrangements to
station United Nations Military Observers in the Suez Canal sector under
the Chief of Staff of UNTSO."

29. It must therefore be concluded that UNTSO's responsibilities with
respect to observance and supervision of a cease-fire remain intact and have
in fact been expressly confirmed by the Security Council in its most recent
proceedings. It must also be concluded that, so far as the United Nations
is concerned, the Armistice Agreements remain in force pending a final
settlement and that therefore UNTSO continues to have the functions assigned
to it in those Agreements.
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IV. Summary of conclusions

30. From the foregoing it may "be concluded that!

(a) Israel is apparently of the opinion that the General
Armistice Agreements, and related Security Council resolutions,
are at an end as the result of recent hostilities. Prior to the
events of June 196? Israel had considered the Israel-Egypt
Armistice Agreement to have teen terminated as of the hostilities
in 1956, but had upheld the validity of the other Armistice
Agreements. The present position of Israel may even extend to the
Armistice Agreement with Lebanon, although there were no recent
hostilities between these two States (paragraphs 2 to 4 and 9 "k°
18 above).

(b) There is no indication that the Arab States consider the
Armistice Agreements to be at an end, and the opposite position
has been voiced in the Security Council by the representative of
Syria (paragraphs 10, 15 > and 17 to 18 above).

(c) The United Nations has always taken the position that the
Armistice Agreements, and earlier Security Council resolutions on a
cease-fire and armistice regime, remain of full effect. This
position derives from a provision in the Armistice Agreements to the
effect that they will remain in force "until a peaceful settlement
between the parties is achieved", and from pertinent resolutions of
the Security Council and of the General Assembly relating to the
Armistice Agreements and to the permanent nature of the armistice
regime. There has been no indication in the recent proceedings of
either the Security Council or of the General Assembly that the
United Nations is changing its position in these respects (paragraphs
6 to 8 and 19 to 25 above).

(d) The present functions of IMP SO continue to derive from the
Armistice Agreements and from the pertinent resolutions of the
Security Council imposing and reaffirming a cease-fire in 1948 and
1949- Additionally, UIWSO has responsibilities under the most recent
resolutions and decisions of the Security Council relating to the
situation in the Middle last (paragraphs 26 to 29 above).



ANNEX

Note on the establishment of UMTSO

1. The United Nations Truce Supervision Organization grew out of

military observers made available to the Truce Commission for Palestine

and to the United Nations Mediator. The Truce Commission was established

by Security Council resolution 48 (1948) of 23 April 1948. It consisted

of certain members of the Council having career consular officers in

Jerusalem, namely Belgium, France and the United States. The Commission

was first charged by resolution 48 (1948) with the supervision of the

Council's truce resolution 46 (1948) of 17 April 1948. Subsequently, the

Commission was given responsibilities to supervise the Council's cease-

fire resolutions of 22 and 29 May and 15 July 1948 (resolutions 49 (1948),

50 (1948) and 54 (1948)). The Commission was to work, in these respects,

in conjunction with the United Nations Mediator in Palestine who had been

appointed pursuant to General Assembly resolution 186 (S-2) of 14 May 1948.

Thus, for example, by its resolution 50 ( 1948) of 29 Mqy 1946 the Security

Council inter alia instructed the Mediator "in concert with the Truce

Commission" to supervise the four week cease-fire called for in the same

resolution and decided that "they shall be provided with a sufficient number

of military observers". It was pursuant to this latter decision that UNTSO

was established. By its resolution 54 (1948) of 15 July 1948, the Council

decided to make the truce and cease-fire permanent "until a peaceful ad-

justment of the future situation of Palestine is reached", to instruct the

Mediator to supervise the observance of the Truce, and to request "the



Secretary-General to provide the Mediator with the necessary staff and

facilities to assist in carrying out the functions assigned to him".

2. The rights of the military observers made available to the

Mediator and the Truce Commission pursuant to the above resolutions were

more clearly defined by the Council in paragraph 5 of its resolution 59

(1948) of 19 October 1948, whereby the Council determined:

"... pursuant to its resolutions 54 (1948) and 56 (1948),
that the Governments and authorities have the duty:

11 ( a) To allow duly accredited United Nations observers and
other truce supervision personnel bearing proper credentials, on
official notification, read3>- access to all places where their
duties require them to go including airfields, ports, truce lines
and strategic points and areas;

11 (b) To facilitate the freedom of movement of truce super-
vision personnel and transport by simplifying procedures on United
Nations aircraft now in effect, and by assurance of safe-conduct
for all United Nations aircraft and other means of transport;

11 (c) To co-operate fully with the truce supervision
personnel in their conduct of investigations into incidents involving
alleged breaches of the truce, including the making available of
witnesses, testimony and other evidence on request;

" ( d) To implement fully by appropriate and prompt instruc-
tions to the commanders in the field all agreements entered into
through the good offices of the Mediator or his representatives;

" ( e) To take all reasonable measures to ensure the safety
and safe-conduct of the truce supervision personnel and the re-
presentatives of the Mediator, their aircraft and vehicles, while
in territory under their control;

11 ( f) To make every effort to apprehend and promptly punish
any and all persons within their jurisdictions guilty of any
assault upon or other aggressive act against the truce supervision
personnel ©r the representatives of the Mediator."

3. The Security Council never clearly defined the respective

responsibilities of the Mediator and the Truce Commission, the former in



in fact assuming most of the responsibilities for observing the cease-

fire. While the Truce Commission does not appear to have been formally

terminated by the Council, provisions for the transfer of its functions

were made by the General Assembly in its resolution 194 (III) of 11

December 1948, whereby the Assembly established the Palestine Conciliation

Commission inter alia "to undertake, upon the request of the Security

Council any of the functions now assigned ... to the United Nations Truce

Commission by resolutions of the Security Council." The Security Council,

however, never conferred any functions upon the Conciliation Commission

with respect to the cease-fire. After the conclusion of the Armistice

Agreements the Council, by its resolution 73 (1949) of 11 August 1949*

decided "that all functions assigned to the United Nations Mediator in

Palestine having been discharged, the Acting Mediator is relieved of any

further responsibility under Security Council resolutions." However, by

the same resolution the Council provided for the continuation of UNTSO

in order to observe and maintain the cease-fire and to assist in the super-

vision of the Armistice Agreements. It is these functions which UNTSO has

been primarily discharging for the last eighteen years.
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1. While it is hoped that the present negotiations and consideration
in the Security Council will produce positive results, it may be useful
to consider alternative approaches should deadlocks continue. The following
is one idea which might be examined.

2. It may be noted that each of the General Armistice Agreements
concluded between Israel and the Arab States provides as follows:-'

"3« The Parties to this Agreement may, by mutual
consent, revise this Agreement or any of its provisions,
or may suspend its application, other than articles I
and III,-' at any time. In the absence of mutual
agreement and after this Agreement has been in effect
for one year from the date of its signing, either of
the Parties may call upon the Secretary-General of the
United Nations to convoke a conference of representatives
of the two Parties for the purpose of reviewing, revising,
or suspending any of the provisions of this Agreement
other than articles I and III. Participation in such
conferences shall be obligatory upon the Parties."

3. In the event that the present deliberations of the Security Council
achieve no result, you might consider exploring on your own initiative the
possibility that a request be made to you, preferably by both sides, to
convene a series of bilateral conferences on the basis of the above-quoted
provision. (It could also, however, be argued that, since the General
Armistice Agreements in fact regulate the relationships between Israel and
all the contiguous States, a multilateral conference would be desirable.)

I/ Israel-UAR: Article XHj Israel-Jordan: Article XII; Israel-Syria:
Article VIII, Israel-Lebanon: Article VIII.

2/ In the Israel-UAR General Armistice Agreement, the reference in
this paragraph is, for technical reasons, to Articles I and II of
that Agreement.
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4. This proposal would be a middle ground between the Parties:
Israel claims that the General Armistice Agreements have been nullified,
but requests direct talks between the parties for the purpose of
negotiating peace; the Arab States hold that the Armistice Agreements
(which were intended as a step toward peace) remain in force, but do
not wish direct talks.

5. It may be hoped therefore that both sides might find something
of interest in this proposal. The Arab States might find it possible
to agree to direct talks under this formula and Israel, which has made
direct talks its primary demand, might also find a way to accept this
proposal as a step toward peace» It may be noted that Israel has
previously requested a conference under Article XII of the Israel-Jordan
General Armistice Agreement. (See Annex L)

6. There is nothing in the language of the provision which would
preclude you from appointing a representative to assist at such a
conference or conferences,

7. Even if such efforts should fail, the fact that you had undertaken
them could be reported to the Security Council or to the Assembly, thus
once again underlining the view that the General Armistice Agreements
are still valid.

3. It should be pointed out that subsequent recourse to the Security
Council is stipulated in paragraph 4 of the relevant article in the
respective General Armistice Agreements which reads as follows:

"4. If the conference provided for in paragraph 3
of this article does not result in an agreed solution
of a point in dispute, either Party may bring the
matter before the Security Council of the United
Nations for the relief sought, on the grounds that
this Agreement has been concluded in pursuance of
Security Council action toward the end of achieving
peace in Palestine." (underlining added).

CC: Mr. R. Bunche
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Annex I

1. Israel, in a letter to the Secretary-General dated 23 November
1953, (S/3140) invoked Article XII, paragraph 3 of the Israel-Jordan
General Armistice Agreement -when it requested the Secretary-General to
convoke a conference of representatives of the two parties, for the
purpose of reviewing the Agreement.

2. After discussions on this and related matters, the Security
Council by a resolution adopted on 24 November 1953» requested the
Chief of Staff of IMTSO to report to the Council, with appropriate
recommendations, on compliance and enforcement of the General Armistice
Agreements, taking account of any agreement reached concerning Israel's
request (Resolution 101 (1953)* Part C, paragraph 4)«

3. The Secretary-General then communicated with Jordan concerning
Israel's request, inviting a representative to discuss with him the
request of Israel that a conference be convoked. After extended exchanges
of correspondence dealing in part with the possible establishment of an
agenda, the Secretary-General was informed by Jordan that the latter
considered that the appropriate organ to discuss the issues raised \rould
be the Mixed-Armistice Commission (letter reproduced in S/131S/Add.l).
This information was conveyed by the Secretary-General to Israel in his
letter dated 24 March 1954 (reproduced in S/3180/Add.l) in which he stated
that he considered that his further pursuance of the matter was not
warranted. In the report of the Chief of Staff, dated 1 March 1954,
submitted in pursuance of Security Council resolution 101 (1953) Part C,
paragraph 4> reference was made to the exchanges of correspondence
described above, and it was noted therein that the question remained
unresolved.

4. As was pointed out in the report of the Acting Chief of Staff
of UHTSO to the Security Council dated 31 October 1957 (S/3913), no
further developments had taken place regarding the convocation of a
conference under Article XII, paragraph 3 of the Israel-Jordan General
Armistice Agreement.
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I. Introduction

1. I understand that the question has arisen of the form in which

any points of agreement between the Arab States and Israel should be

embodied. While Israel would prefer the classical, formal method of

bilateral peace treaties with the Arab States, the latter are not now

prepared to subscribe to single instruments of this nature. These

contrary positions appear to be based upon psychological factors rather than

legal considerations.

2. The problem is to devise some form which in fact would give rise to

contractual obligations between the States concerned, thus providing Israel

with full reassurances, without those obligations being set out in a single



instrument or instruments signed both by Israel and by the Arab

States as this is unacceptable to the latter. After examining

some legal considerations and possible precedents, this memorandum

suggests two possible solutions to the problem, which should

provide a satisfactory compromise to the two presently conflicting

positions.

3. ĥis memorandum is in the form of an explanatory or

pioneering paper, and will naturally be subject to review in the

light of future developments and the actual terms of any points of

agreement which are reached.

II. Some legal considerations and possible precedents

4. In international as in national law, the governing

consideration regarding the establishment of contractual obligations

is not the form in which those obligations are expressed, but rather

a clear indication that those obligations are meant to be binding.

From ancient times it has always been accepted that anything from an

oral promise to a most formal instrument, such as a treaty, conven-

tion or a charter, is binding provided the animus (the intention to

contract) is present. The recognition of this principle in inter-

national law is reflected in part in the generic use of the term

"treaty" in the draft articles on the Law of Treaties, prepared by

the International Law Commission, which will be finalized in the form

of a Convention at the second session of the United Nations Confer-

ence on the Law of Treaties, which opens in Vienna on 9 April 1969.

In the draft articles a "treaty" is defined as "an international

agreement concluded between States in written form and governed by

international law, whether embodied in a single instrument or in

two or more related instruments and whatever its particular

designation." -' j_ Underlining added. J The Permanent Court of

International Justice, in its Advisory Opinion on the Austro-German

Customs Regime, said that: "From the standpoint of the obligatory

I/ Draft Report of the Committee of the VJhole on its work at the first
session of the Conference. A/CONF.39/C.l/L.370/Rev.l/Vol.I, p. 32.
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character of international engagements, it is well known that such

engagements may be taken in the form of treaties, conventions,
2/declarations, agreements, protocols or exchanges of notes." -y

5. In addition, international law recognizes that, under

certain circumstances, unilateral declarations, •whether oral or in

•writing, may be binding upon States and may be invoked by other

States in favour of which those declarations are made. The Perman-

ent Court of International Justice, in the case concerning the

Legal Status of Eastern Greenlandi found that Norway was bound

vis-a-vis Denmark by a statement made orally, and subsequently

recorded in a written minute, by which the Norwegian Foreign Mnister

informed the Danish Ambassador that "the Norwegian Government would

not make any difficulty in the settlement of [_ the Eastern Greenland_7
3/question." ^ This remark had been made in response to a statement

by the Danish Ambassador regarding the wish of his Government to

obtain the recognition of Denmark's sovereignty over the whole of

Greenland by all the interested Powers.

6. The most conspicuous example, in United Nations practice, of

a unilateral declaration intended to be binding upon a State, is to

be found in the Declaration on the Suez Canal and the Arrangements for

its Operation made by Egypt on 24 April 1957 (A/3576-S/3818). This

Declaration contained the following two concluding paragraphs of

interest in the present context:

"9. Disputes, disagreements or differences arising out of
the Convention and this Declaration

(a) Disputes or disagreements arising in respect of the
Constantinople Convention of 1888 or this Declaration shall be
settled in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations.

(b) Differences arising between the parties to the said
Convention in respect of the interpretation or the applicability

2/ P.C.I.J., Series A/B, No. 41, p. 47

3j/ Ibid., Series A/B, Wo. 53, p. 71
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of its provisions, if not otherwise resolved, will be
referred to the International Court of Justice. The
Government of Egypt would take the necessary steps in
order to accept the compulsory jurisdiction of the
International Court of Justice in conformity with the
provisions of Article 36 of its Statute, kj

"10. Status of this Declaration

The Government of Egypt make this Declaration, which
re-affirms and is in full accord with the terms and spirit
of the Constantinople Convention of 1888, as an expression
of their desire and determination to enable the Suez
Canal to be an efficient and adequate waterway linking the
nations of the world and serving the cause of peace and
prosperity.

This Declaration, with the obligations therein,
constitutes an international instrument and will be deposited
and registered with the Secretariat of the United Nations.11

/Underlining added. _/

7. Article 102 of the Charter speaks of "every treaty and

every international agreement" as subject to registration, and it

is silent on the subject of unilateral declarations. Neverthe-

less, the Secretary-General accepted the aforementioned Declara-

tion, despite its seemingly unilateral form, as an international

instrument for deposit and registration. In a letter of 24 April

1957 to the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Egypt the Secretary-

General stated, inter alia, that:

"Pursuant to your request, the original of the Declara-
tion has been deposited in the archives of the United Nations.

"I have noted that the Declaration has also been trans-
mitted for the purpose of registration. I understand that the
Government of Egypt consider that the Declaration constitutes
an engagement of an international character coming within the
scope of Article 102 of the Charter, and therefore registra-
tion has been effected in accordance with article 1 of the
Regulations to give effect to that Article. The certificate
of registration will be forwarded to you in due course.11

/"Underlining added.J

This acceptance of the compulsory jurisdiction was deposited with
the Secretary-General on 18 July 1957.



8. Other examples in United Nations practice of unilateral

instruments which give rise to contractual obligations vis-a-vis

other States are to be found in the declarations made by States

on their admission to the United Nations accepting the obliga-

tions contained in the Charter, which are registered in accord-

ance with Article 102, as are the declarations made by '•'tates

under Article 36 of the tatute of the International Court of

Justice accepting the compulsory jurisdiction of the Court.

9. Mien a state makes a unilateral declaration intended

to confer rights or obligations on another State or other

States, the question arises whether those rights or obligations

have to be expressly accepted by the other States concerned.

An answer to this question may be found in the draft Convention

on the Law of Treaties, which provides that an obligation must

be expressly accepted by the other State or States concerned,

while a right may be presumed to be assented to by the latter

State or States. The relevant articles, in the form adopted by

consensus by the Committee of the Whole at the first session

of the United Nations Conference on the Law of Treaties, read

as follows: ̂ 1

"Article 31

"An obligation arises for a State from a provision
of a treaty to which it is not a party if the parties
intended the provision to be a means of establishing the
obligation and the third State has expressly accepted
that obligation". [_ Underlining added._/

"Article 32

"1. A right arises for a State from a provision of
a treaty to which it is not a party if the parties intend
the provision to accord that right either to the State in
question, or to a group of ̂ tates to which it belongs, or
to all States, and the State assents thereto. Its assent

Draft Report of the Committee of the Whole on its work at
the first session of the Conference, AjflQNF.39/C.l/L.37Q/

I, pp. 174-175.
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shall be presumed so long as the contrary is not indicated,
unless the treaty otherwise provides. /_ Underlining added. /

"2. A State exercizing a right in accordance with
paragraph 1 shall comply with the conditions for its exercise
provided for in the treaty or established in conformity with
the treaty."

10. The remaining question is whether rights or obligations

created in favour of another State or other States by a treaty or

unilateral instrument may be revoked or modified without the consent

of the latter. As a general rule, unless the contrary emerges from

the text of the instrument or instruments concerned., the consent of

the other State or states concerned is required. This rule is laid

down as follows in the draft Convention on the Law of Treaties: -*

"Article 33

"1. "When an obligation has arisen for a third State in
conformity with article 31» the obligation may be revoked or
modified only with the consent of the parties to the treaty
and of the third State, unless it is established that they
had otherwise agreed.

"2. "When a right has arisen for a third State in
conformity with article 32, the right may not be revoked or
modified by the parties if it is established that the right
was intended not to be revocable or sub.lect to modification
without the consent of the third State, / Underlining added. 7

11. From the foregoing it may be concluded that:

(a) In the creation of contractual obligations between

States, the intention of those States to be bound, not the form

in which those obligations are couched, is the decisive factor.

(b) Contractual obligations may be embodied in unilateral

instruments, bilateral or multilateral instruments, or in a

series of instruments.

(c) Benefits or obligations may be conferred upon third

States not parties to the particular instrument or instruments

Ibid.. pp. 177-178.
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concerned, if the third States assent thereto.

(d) Benefits or obligations of the nature just

described may not generally be revoked or modified without

the consent of the third States concerned.

III. Possible solutions

A. Unilateral Declarations

12. In the light of the foregoing, one possible solution,

on the analogy of the Declaration on the Suez Canal and arrange-

ments regarding its operation referred to in paragraph 4 above,

would be for the Arab States and Israel to make a series of unilateral

Declarations, setting out, in each Declaration, the points on which

the particular State concerned had agreed. These Declarations might

each contain a provision conferring on the International Court of

Justice jurisdiction regarding any differences arising out of the

interpretation or application of the Declarations by the States

directly concerned. The Declarations would be transmitted to the

Secretary-general for deposit, registration under Article 102 of the

Charter, publication in the United Nations Treaty Series and circula-

tion to all interested States. Israel and the Arab States might each

take note of, and assent to, the various Declarations in separate

communications (possibly in the form of instruments of acceptance),

which would likewise be deposited with and registered by the Secretary-

General.

13. To further solemnize and consecrate the agreed settlement

contained in the foregoing instruments, and to stress its binding

character, the Security Council might take note of the settlement

in a formal resolution. Alternatively, or in addition, the

Permanent Members of the Council might address communications to the

Secretary-General noting the settlement and declaring their hope

that a,11 the States concerned would abide by that settlement.



B. A series of exchanges of notes

14- Another alternative, and possibly a preferable one

as it •would be closer to traditional treaty practice, would be

as follows. The Secretary-General would address separate but

identical notes, mutatis mutandis, to each of the Arab States

concerned and Israel, setting out the entire terms of the

settlement, and possibly containing a clause conferring compulsory

jurisdiction on the International Court of Justice in the event of

any differences arising out of the interpretation or application

of the notes by the States directly concerned. Bach note would

request the Government to which it is directed to deposit with the

Secretary-General its instrument of acceptance of the note, and

would indicate that the note and instrument of acceptance would be

deposited with the Secretary-General and registered and published

by him in accordance with Article 102 of the Charter.

15. The Security Council could authorize the Secretary-

General to dispatch the communications referred to above, and could

take note of the settlement contained therein. That settlement

could also be noted in writing by the Permanent Members of the

Security Council who might also declare, as in the first alternative

set out above, their hope that all the States concerned would abide

by the settlement.
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SUBJECT: Cease-fire in the Middle East

The original cease-fire, as reported by the Secretary-General on
7 August 1970 (S/9902) was to be effective for a period of ninety days
from 2200 hours GMT on 7 August 1970 until "at least" 2200 hours GMT on
5 November 1970. (Please see footnote in attached photocopy of S/9902).

General Assembly resolution 2628 (XX\T) of 4 November 1970 recom-
mended to the parties "that they extend the cease-fire for a period of
three months in order that they may enter into talks ..." (operative pa-
ragraph 6).

Since the term "month" was not qualified, it is reasonable to
assume that the General Assembly referred to calendar months. In this
case, a three-month cease-fire period from 2200 hours GMT on 5 November
1970 would expire at 2200 hours GMT on 5 February 1971.
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Hote by the Secretary-General on the Jarring Mission for
the information of the Security Council

I have been informed by the Government of the United States that the peace

proposal initiated by that Government has been accepted by the Governments of

Israel, Jordan and the United Arab Republic. Subsequently, Ambassador

Gunnar V. Jarring9 my Special Representative to "the Middle East, has been given

confirmation of these acceptances by the Permanent Representatives to the

United Nations of those three Governments.

In accordance with that proposal and in the light of these acceptances,

Ambassador Jarring has addressed to me on 7 August the following letters

"The United Arab Republic, Jordan and Israel advise me that they
agree s

(A) that having accepted and indicated then _• willingness to carry out
resolution 2lj.2 in all its parts, they will designate representatives to
discussions to be held under my auspices3 according to such procedure and at
such places and times as I may recommend, taking into account es appropriate
each side's preference as to method of procedure and previous experience
between the parties.

(B) that the purpose of the aforementioned discussions is to reach
agreement on the establishment of a just and lasting peace between them
based on (l) mutual acknowledgement by the United Arab Republic, Jordan
and Israel of each other's sovereignty, territorial integrity and political
independence, and (2) Israeli withdrawal from territories occupied in the
1967 conflict, both in accordance with resolution 2U2.

(C) that, to facilitate my task of promoting agreement as set forth
in resolution 21+2, the parties will strictly observe, effective July 1*
at least until October 1, the ceasefire resolutions of the Security Council."

Foot-note by the Secretary -General: This date, is now obsolete.
The new effective date of the cease-fire is "P.2CO hours GMT 7 August" ~~

70-17179
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s/9902
English
Page 2

Ambassador Jarring and I are of the opinion that there now is a reasonable

basis on which to renew immediately his contacts with the parties with a view

t.oward initiating discussions under his auspices on the issues. It may be said,,

therefore, that the Jarring Mission is now re-activated. In fact,

Ambassador Jarring is already intensively at work in this new stage of his peace

effort. I may add by way of explanation that the Jarring Mission, since its

inception in 196?? has nev-er been suspended or inoperative, although at times,

due to unavoidable circumstances, it has been relatively inactive.

This marks, in my view, an important step forward in the searc-h for peace

in the Middle East. It is a beginning, a welcome first step. It is already

clear, however, that the road ahead is long, arduous and uncertain. But if only

there is a will for peace, all obstacles can be surmounted and peace will be

achieved.

I extend to Ambassador Jarring my very best wishes for his success in meeting

this new challenge. He may rely on my unfailing support and he certainly merits

the support of all Governments and peoples in the world who believe in peace.
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The Legal Counsel

Report on implementation of Security Council resolution 242 (1967)

1. Ambassador El-Zayyat in his letter of 22 November 1971, after
referring to General Assembly resolution 2628 (XXV) of k November 1970 and
to Security Council resolution 242 (196?), has requested you to submit, as
early as convenient, to both the Security Council and the General Assembly
a full report on the implementation of Security Council resolution 242 (196?)
and on the mission of the Special Representative, defining especially the
efforts he exerted and the positions so far taken by the parties concerned.

2. Paragraph 4 of Security Council resolution 242 (196?)i

"Requests the Secretary-General to report to the
Security Council on the progress of the efforts of the
Special Representative as soon as possible."

3. Paragraph 7 of General Assembly resolution 2628 (XXV):

"Requests the Secretary-General to report to the
Security Council within a period of two months, and to
the General Assembly as appropriate, on the efforts of
the Special Representative and on the implementation
of Security Council resolution 242 (196?)3"

4. There is no doubt that you may, pursuant to the General Assembly^
request, report directly to it. It is within your discretion to determine
•whether the time is appropriate and also how full a report is appropriate.
The fact that the subject matter is the implementation of a Security Council
resolution does not preclude a General Assembly interest as the General
Assembly under Article 11 may discuss any question relating to the maintenance
of international peace and security.

5. With respect to the Security Council, you were asked by the Council to
report "as soon as possible" and by the Assembly to report to the Security Council
"within a period of two months". The fact that you have already submitted the
report specifically requested does not preclude the submission of other reports
if you consider them desirable.

6. I would believe, therefore, that you could report to both bodies, and
that in fact this would be done through a. single texb by giving Security Council
and General Assembly symbols to the same report.


